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FOREWORD

Foreword
Today it is widely accepted that development, peace and stability require effective and legitimate states
able to fulfil key international responsibilities and to provide core public goods and services, including
security.
The OECD DAC Principles for Good International Engagement in Fragile States and Situations (April 2007)
see state building as the central objective for international partnerships in situations of fragility. The longterm vision is “to help national reformers to build effective, legitimate, and resilient state institutions,
capable of engaging productively with their people to promote sustained development”.
While support to state building is thus increasingly seen as a means to assist in responding to and
preventing fragility and conflict, it is a relatively recent and as yet loosely defined concept in the context
of development assistance. This report, commissioned by the DAC Fragile States Group, aims to address
this conceptual shortcoming and bring greater clarity to the policy discussion on fragility, resilience and
state building.
The report proposes that state building needs to be seen in the broader context of state-formation
processes and state-society relations. It sees state building as a primarily endogenous development
founded on a political process of negotiation and contestation between the state and societal groups.
The idea of state-society bargaining as the basis for building more effective, legitimate and resilient states
provides a particularly useful lens for thinking about situations of fragility, but also about governance and
development more generally. It helps to shift thinking from a focus on transferring institutional models,
towards a focus on the local political processes which create public institutions and generate their
legitimacy in the eyes of a state’s population.
This report follows upon earlier work commissioned by the Fragile States Group to further reflections
within the international community on Whole of Government Approaches to Fragile States and Service Delivery
in Fragile Situations: Key Concepts, Findings and Lessons. I am confident that this report will help to promote
greater consensus and clarity within and outside the DAC on what state building means in a situation of
fragility. Such consensus is essential if international actors are to play a constructive role in this critically
important but complex, highly political and nationally driven process.

Richard Carey
Director
Development Co-operation Directorate
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Executive summary
Policy makers are increasingly concerned by what appears to be a growing body of “weak”, “fragile”,
or “failing” states. This is understandable, as few issues are so central to contemporary international
politics – to questions of development, management of the global commons, and human and
collective security – as the issue of well-organised co-operation between effective states. States retain
central responsibility for assuring the safety and security of their citizens, protecting property rights
and providing public goods to enable a functioning market. Many states do more, taking on critical
welfare functions for their populations.
It is also true that states can be a source of oppression and insecurity, both domestically and
internationally. To many communities, the history of state formation and the process of state building
is one of violent suppression of ethnic or religious identity, forced compliance with national laws
and norms set by distant and unrepresentative élites, and enforced taxation with few services
delivered in return. Many such communities have limited and cautious expectations of the state.
International actors have not yet adequately incorporated into policies or practice a sufficiently
nuanced understanding of the dynamics of fragility and its variations, or developed appropriately
contextualised strategies for state building in relation to it. This report seeks to help clarify the
discussion of fragility and to examine implications for state building, including as a framework for
international engagement.

Core considerations
The OECD Principles for Good International Engagement in Fragile States and Situations (OECD/DAC,
2007a) assert that state building is the central objective of international engagement in fragile states
and set the ambitious goal of assisting in the building of “effective, legitimate and resilient states”.
The Principles also assert that state-building efforts should be “concerted, sustained and focused on
building the relationship between state and society”. This requires a nuanced understanding of the
causes of fragility and its various manifestations, as well as an appreciation of how this
understanding should shape both the policy and practice of state building.
The central contention of this paper is that fragility arises primarily from weaknesses in the dynamic
political process through which citizens’ expectations of the state and state expectations of citizens
are reconciled and brought into equilibrium with the state’s capacity to deliver services. Reaching
equilibrium in this negotiation over the social contract is the critical if not sole determinant of
resilience, and disequilibrium the determinant of fragility.
Disequilibrium can arise as a result of extremes of incapacity, élite behaviour, or crises of legitimacy. It
can arise through shocks or chronic erosion and can be driven alternately by internal and external
factors. Resilient states are able to manage these pressures through a political process that is responsive.
States that lack effective political mechanisms may be unable to manage the consequences – social
disruption, unrest and violence – that can arise when the state does not meet social expectations.
CONCEPTS AND DILEMMAS OF STATE BUILDING IN FRAGILE SITUATIONS – © OECD 2008
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Implications for policy and programming
Successful state building will almost always be the product of domestic action, though it can be
significantly enabled by well-targeted, responsive international assistance. Deeper, context-specific
analysis of the historical and contemporary dynamics of social contract negotiations must be the
basis for state-building efforts. This paper elaborates a series of policy implications related to
interventions around various facets of fragility, including weak capacity, illegitimacy and political
division, as well as specific challenges of post-conflict settings and authoritarian states.
In short, the overarching priority of state building must be a form of political governance and the
articulation of a set of political processes or accountability mechanisms through which the state and
society reconcile their expectations of one another. A focus on governance structures that address
inequities and inequalities and promote accountability is likely to promote stability over time. This
includes informal as well as formal institutions.
The core functions and services of the state – including security – need to be viewed through the
lens of a dynamic model of fragility, which places capacity and service delivery alongside societal
expectations of the state and the process for reconciling them. The question of whether security will
be provided in a way that meets the needs of citizens, or will function primarily as an instrument of
oppression, will not be dictated by capacity, but shaped – indeed, often usefully constrained – by the
basic political process of state-society contract formation and reformation.
More broadly, a focus on state building, if understood as support for the state-society contract and
its gradual institutionalisation, is equally, if not more, important than poverty reduction as a
framework for engagement. This is particularly true in divided or post-war states, where poverty
reduction remains a goal but is perhaps not the most appropriate overall framework for engagement.
Rather, overall state-building strategy processes should frame, and not replace, post-conflict needs
assessment (PCNA) and poverty reduction strategy paper (PRSP) mechanisms. If properly developed,
the new integrated peacebuilding strategy process at the United Nations, supported by the World
Bank, might serve as a more appropriate locus of strategy and co-ordination, by framing and
supporting the PRSP’s focus on poverty reduction.
Generally, the degree of resilience of the social contract should shape state-building strategy. Where
the state leadership has a credible strategy for fostering the social contract, a state-building approach
would strongly emphasise forging a joint, multi-donor strategy with the government and then
providing direct support to the state budget. Likewise, where an assessment suggests that a source
of disequilibrium lies in the state’s inability to extend the rule of law, supporting the long-term
development of legitimate security and justice structures should be a core goal. Where a basic social
contract is not in place, or is weak or highly exclusionary, our analysis suggests the need for a twopart basic strategy. This consists of political collaboration with the government in order to generate
the necessary political reforms and support to service-delivery functions of the state, if viable, or
alternative delivery mechanisms to meet human needs where not.
Post-war states present both a major challenge and a major opportunity. Three dimensions of policy
should be the focus of post-war engagement: political processes that legitimate the state; the
development of the framework of the rule of law, including with respect to economic governance; and
the re-establishment of a framework of security, including but not limited to reconstitution of the
state security apparatus.
A critical question for international policy is how to develop institutional or political arrangements
before, rather than after, the outbreak of violent conflict or crisis. The challenge of state building in
the context of authoritarian political systems is thus acute. At the very least, our analysis suggests
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that policy on authoritarian states should seek to identify some opportunities for engagement with
state institutions where that engagement may have only minimal impact on state legitimacy – for
example, in health provision. This may extend regime survival – but only at the margins, and it may
have a positive impact in terms of reducing the likelihood of state collapse in situations of rapid
political transition. More broadly, in such contexts, diplomatic/political mechanisms, not
development assistance, should be the primary mode of bilateral and multilateral engagement.
The paper also briefly sets out the implications of this state-building lens for a range of current aid
practices, including programming relating to decentralisation, accountability, the rule of law, taxation
and the establishment of frameworks for economic development.

Implications for bilateral and multilateral organisation and financing
The report identifies a number of implications concerning organisational and financing issues and
makes recommendations to bilateral and multilateral institutions. The first recommendation is for
sustained policy engagement with the major emerging economies and regional actors, which are
becoming increasingly relevant in many situations of fragility. Without this engagement, OECD policy
will become less relevant in several fragile state contexts.
Second, the perennial issue of donor co-ordination remains salient. The launch of a “One UN” process
in several countries is a starting point, but must be matched by greater coherence among the donors.
The co-ordination challenge would be substantially eased if donors did more to pool their funds –
perhaps through the “One UN” process.
Donors need to address weaknesses in the financing for rule of law and justice sector support to
fragile states – both at the multilateral and bilateral levels. Related to this is the acute problem of a
lack of multi-year funding. Donor governments should also engage with their legislative oversight
bodies to make the case for a greater emphasis on accountability between the partner government
and their societies, rather than on state-donor accountability.
Multilateral institutions have substantial comparative advantages in dealing with fragile states, but
need to be better equipped to support state-building functions. Given the increasing importance of
peace operations in the provision of support to post-conflict states in the rule of law, the UN
Department of Peacekeeping Operations and the UN Special Committee on Peacekeeping should
engage in a major reform effort to improve the speed of recruitment, training and retention of civilian
personnel for peace operations. The World Bank has already agreed to increase its personnel in the
field in fragile and conflict-affected states; staffing for those new positions should take appropriate
account of the political sensitivity of fragile state contexts and the need for negotiating skills. We
also believe that it is important to strengthen the UN Development Programme’s role in political
governance, the rule of law and security sector reform as core areas of development engagement in
fragile states.

Conclusion
State building in fragile states is a critically important and highly challenging endeavour. The
complexity and context specificity of the state-formation process, as well as limits of external
influence, means that sustained, serious efforts as well as research and policy innovation are needed
urgently. Successes will contribute to human security, development and international stability –
benefits requiring substantial national and international engagement.
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I. Rationale, background
and key concepts
Few issues are as central to contemporary international politics as that of co-operation between
effective and legitimate states. Independent, sovereign states are the bedrock of the international
system, with critical roles in development, management of shared and scarce global resources, and
human and collective security. At a minimum, states have legal and normative responsibilities for
assuring the security of their citizens1, protecting property rights and providing public goods to enable
the functioning of the market. Many states do far more than this, providing social services,
particularly education, health and sanitation.
States also can be a source of insecurity. It is states, by and large, that make war, and in the six
decades since the founding of the United Nations, states have been responsible for more violent
deaths than insurgents, separatists and terrorists combined. For many communities, the history of
state formation and the process of state building is marked by violent suppression of ethnic or
religious identity, forced compliance with national laws and norms set by distant and
unrepresentative élites, and enforced taxation with a minimum of services delivered in return.
Although states have often been a source of insecurity, their weakness, collapse or absence can give
way to violent disorder and collapse of basic services, causing direct and indirect harm to livelihoods.
States, then, are part of the foundation of international and national life, but also intrinsically
problematic.
Recent years have seen increasing concern among policy makers about weak, fragile, or failing states.
This concern has been driven by three primary factors: first, a post-Washington consensus
recognition that the state has an important role in development; second, new attention to human
security coupled with changing norms concerning the domestic responsibilities of states to protect
their populations; and third, a post-9/11 concern about weak states as vectors of transmission for
terrorism, organised crime and other threats. These factors have been underpinned by globalisation
– of people, goods, capital and norms – which is subjecting all states to some form of increased
pressure to perform both domestically (due to rising expectations) and internationally (due to market
demands and requirements to comply with a range of new normative standards).
This report accepts the premise that developmental, human security and international order goals
require healthy states able both to fulfil key international responsibilities and to provide core
domestic goods, including security. The report has three main goals. First, it aims to bring greater
clarity to the policy discussion about fragile states. A second objective is to affirm that this
discussion needs to pay greater attention to the process of state formation, to state-society
relations and to the substance and process of social contract negotiations, which are a critical
determinant of resilience, a notion developed in subsequent sections. The third goal is to examine
the implications of such a focus for international state-building efforts, especially as these relate
CONCEPTS AND DILEMMAS OF STATE BUILDING IN FRAGILE SITUATIONS – © OECD 2008
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to democratic governance, support to key state functions, and strategies for international
engagement in fragile states generally.
We argue that the processes of state formation are largely domestically driven and international
state-building assistance has a limited role to play. However, acquiring a better understanding of the
complexities of state formation – particularly the factors and processes that produce a social contract
between state and society – is critical for all forms of international assistance if they aspire to
reinforce rather than undermine healthy states and to secure equitable outcomes.

International engagement in fragile states
There is actually a spectrum of fragility; it is found in all but the most developed and institutionalised
states. While state fragility may be manifest in various forms and degrees, discussed further below,
the chief concern animating renewed focus on fragility is the risk of conflict or humanitarian disaster.
We presume the opposite of fragility not to be stability, though this has often been the goal of external
actors, but rather resilience – or the ability to cope with changes in capacity, effectiveness, or
legitimacy. Resilience, we argue, therefore derives from a combination of capacity and resources,
effective institutions and legitimacy, all of which are underpinned by political processes that mediate
state-society relations and expectations.
External actors have responded to fragile states in various ways. International development actors,
including the OECD/DAC, have engaged in ongoing efforts to understand state fragility and adapt
traditional development instruments accordingly. Much of this work has centred on the subset of
fragile states emerging from conflict or seen to be at risk of conflict, a focus that has occasionally led
to a combination of state building and peacebuilding. International political and security actors have
focused more on the consequences of fragility and especially on armed conflict, but with varying
degrees of appreciation of whether and how fragility and conflict are related.
These two arenas of engagement converge in the context of post-conflict peace operations, which have
increasingly taken on objectives related to state building and incorporated development activities,
although often undertaken under different conceptual rubrics.2 Some bilateral actors have also
approached fragile states through the prism of counterterrorism and anti-crime efforts. These differing
responses reflect not only different interests but also varying – and sometimes confused –
understandings of state fragility, its causes and effects, and how these can vary over time and geography.

Key terms and concepts
The OECD Principles for Good International Engagement in Fragile States and Situations argue that
state building should be the central objective of international assistance, and that it should support
the building of effective, legitimate and resilient states. The Principles mark an important conceptual
and policy shift, both from the legacy of earlier development strategies that tended to minimise the
role of the state, and from the singular focus on state fragility in the context of post-conflict
peacebuilding. They also require the donor community to consider explicitly questions of strategic
coherence with international engagements that are more conventionally political.
State building as a concept is not new to development, but its prominence in discussions about
development assistance is more recent and notable. The currency of state building also coincides
with the increase in form and scale of international interventions in conflict-affected societies; these
have led to a proliferation of sometimes confusing concepts and terms, against which it is important
to clarify the boundaries of state building.
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What state building is not
First, state building is not peacebuilding, which itself has been defined in multiple ways. We use the
Call/Cousens definition of peacebuilding as “actions undertaken by international or national actors
to institutionalize peace, understood as the absence of armed conflict and a modicum of participatory
politics” (Call and Cousens, 2007). According to this definition, peacebuilding is primarily associated
with post-conflict environments, and state building is likely to be a central element of it in order to
institutionalise peace.
Second, state building is not nation-building, a term often used broadly. Conventionally, nationbuilding refers to deliberate strategies – usually by domestic élites – to forge a common national
identity (against plural identities) around the idea of the nation, whether defined in an ethnic,
cultural, historical or political sense. Historically, nation-building has usually been undertaken in the
service of a parallel state building project. Recently, and largely as a result of engagements in Iraq and
Afghanistan, “nation-building” has also been associated with the idea of international assistance
provided in a militarised environment (Dobbins, 2007).

Box 1. Key terms and their usage
• Peacebuilding: Actions undertaken by international or national actors to institutionalise peace, understood
as the absence of armed conflict and at least a modicum of political process. Post-conflict peacebuilding is
the subset of such actions undertaken after the termination of armed hostilities.
• Peace implementation: Actions undertaken by international or national actors to implement specific peace
agreements, usually in the short term. Where operable, such actions usually define – and either enable or
constrain – the framework for peacebuilding.
• Nation-building: Actions undertaken, usually by national actors, to forge a sense of common nationhood,
usually in order to overcome ethnic, sectarian or communal differences; usually to counter alternate sources
of identity and loyalty; and usually to mobilise a population behind a parallel state-building project. May or
may not contribute to peacebuilding. Confusingly equated with post-conflict stabilisation and peacebuilding
in some recent scholarship and US political discourse.
• Stabilisation: Actions undertaken by international actors to reach a termination of hostilities and consolidate
peace, understood as the absence of armed conflict. The term dominant in US policy, usually associated
with military instruments, usually seen as having a shorter time period than peacebuilding, and associated with
a post-9/11 counterterrorism agenda.
• Reconstruction: Actions undertaken by international or national actors to support the economic and, to
some extent, social dimensions of post-conflict recovery. Also a familiar term in the World Bank and US policy
circles (e.g. Office of Stabilization and Reconstruction) and reflects roots in the experience of post-war
assistance in Europe after World War II.
Source: Call and Cousens, 2007.

Putting state building in the context of state formation
This report proposes that state building needs to be seen in the broader context of state formation,
which we understand to be the dynamic, historically informed, often contingent process by which
states emerge in relation to societies. State formation is a process, not a deliberate strategy of action.
CONCEPTS AND DILEMMAS OF STATE BUILDING IN FRAGILE SITUATIONS – © OECD 2008
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It can be violent or peaceful, though there are few historical episodes of state formation without
some form of violence at some stage. It is not historically determined, despite frequent myths to the
contrary. It is also ongoing in all states – stable and fragile alike. No state-society relationship is ever
permanently fixed, though the relationship can be extremely stable and resistant to change,
depending on the degree to which state-society relations are institutionalised and reinforced by
culture and history.
We propose to define state building as purposeful action to develop the capacity, institutions and legitimacy
of the state in relation to an effective political process for negotiating the mutual demands between state and
societal groups. Legitimacy will be a principal outcome of the effectiveness of such a process over time,
although legitimacy may also be embedded in historical identities and institutions – a point to which
we return below. Together, capacity and resources, institutions, legitimacy and an effective political
process combine to produce resilience. Successful state building will almost always be the product
of domestic action, but it can be significantly enabled by well-targeted and responsive international
assistance.
We place particular emphasis on state-society negotiation and the fact that state-building strategies
need to appreciate that states are comprised of more than formal institutions. To understand any
contemporary state requires understanding the historical movements and moments that have
shaped it, recognising that the nature of the state is dynamic, and appreciating that the bargains
and relationships that affect comparative weakness, fragility or failure are continually shifting and
renewing.
This contrasts with definitions of state building that focus more narrowly on institutions, e.g. state
building as actions “ … to establish, reform, or strengthen the institutions of the state” (Call and
Cousens, 2007); “ … the creation of new government institutions and the strengthening of existing
ones” (Fukuyama, 2004); or “ … the process of establishing the key institutions for a functioning state”
(Fritz and Menocal, 2007b). We propose that these activities are described more precisely as capacity
development or institution-building.
Our broader understanding is closer to the OECD’s approach to state building that emphasises,
beyond effectiveness, questions of legitimacy and resilience.
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II. The state, stability and fragility
A brief history of the turbulent, contested and frequently violent process of contemporary state
formation is attached as Annex A. This begins with the origins of the state in Western Europe’s preWestphalian wars and traces its often bloody export during the colonial era; its internationalisation
and institutionalisation in the period after World War II; and its adaptation to the Cold War – including
the rise of the developmental state and the related increase in expectations of the state. Annex A also
examines the choices made by leaders to adapt to the end of the Cold War, either by adopting a range
of processes of political opening and inclusion, or by mounting new campaigns of exclusion and
oppression, resulting in a new generation of wars. Finally, Annex A reviews in the post-9/11 era an
increase in expectations of the state as a result of new norms, treaties and Security Council
resolutions – in particular pertaining to security, both internal and external.
The contextual histories of the state-formation process must inform state-building policy in specific
contexts, a point we elaborate below. But there are some general patterns from the contemporary
state-formation process that inform our understanding of the causes of state fragility – and the
response to it.
First, the history of state formation is neither distant nor abstract. Indeed, the state-formation process
is ongoing. Moreover, for the majority of contemporary states, the longer history of state formation
is recent and still resonant, for better or for worse. In many contexts, post-colonial or independence
struggles were within the lifetimes of contemporary leaders.
Most importantly, this history shapes societal expectations of the state. In many societies, the colonial
state shattered pre-existing relationships between citizen and authority, and the post-colonial
process was often extremely violent and characterised by state capture by certain élites. To many
communities, the process of state building was one of violent suppression of ethnic or religious
identity, forced compliance with national laws and norms set by distant and unrepresentative élites
and enforced taxation with few services delivered in return. Consequently, the state is still a suspect
and distrusted entity in many societies.
This means that within a given society, there will likely be sharply different experiences and
expectations of the state. Some social groups will not expect the state to deliver either security or
other services, and indeed will not trust the state to do so. This last point, in particular, highlights the
centrality of the ongoing process of harmonising social expectations with state function and capacity.
We therefore insist on an approach to fragility that emphasises the importance of processes for
articulating and mediating state-society expectations, which we abbreviate as social contract
negotiations. The strength and inclusiveness of that process are the primary mediating variables
that shape the manner in which states respond to their peoples’ needs, often through the provision
of basic services, and that shape the ability of states to manage potential shocks or stresses, whether
acute or chronic, in a stable and nonviolent way.
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Defining fragility
The term fragility has been widely criticised as both historically and analytically imprecise – a
criticism that applies even more to its less nuanced correlate failed state. A common political criticism
is that the term reflects unrealistic and largely northern expectations that young and mostly southern
states can avoid the violence and repression that characterised state formation over centuries in the
European and American contexts.3 This concern is compounded by anxiety in the wake of the wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq that the label fragile or failed state may be a precursor to external
intervention.4
An analytical criticism meriting greater attention is that the term is used for too wide a set of
countries, glossing important variations in state and regime type (Stewart and Brown, 2007). Certainly,
any category that can encompass North Korea and Malawi, or Syria and Côte d’Ivoire, is vulnerable
to criticism that it paints with a broad brush. It is important to recognise that fragility exists on a
spectrum and takes different forms that may require varying policy responses.
By the OECD/DAC’s own definition, “States are fragile when state structures lack political will and/or
capacity to provide the basic functions needed for poverty reduction, development and to safeguard
the security and human rights of their populations” (OECD/DAC, 2007a). In practical and political
terms, international actors have tended to focus either on capacity or will, perhaps reflecting the
instruments available to them. Relatively few incorporate questions of legitimacy in any operational
sense. Each of these, however – capacity, will, legitimacy – is critical to a more accurate and dynamic
understanding of fragility and its causes.

Box 2. Are all poor states fragile or does poverty cause fragility?
The question of poverty (and/or lack of resources) deserves mention, as it is often treated alternatively as a
feature, cause or consequence of fragility. One could argue that poverty is an indicator for fragility since a nonfragile state should be able to ensure creation and distribution of sufficient wealth. One could also argue that
pressures of poverty and lack of resources cause or increase the risk of fragility. Because impoverishment is
also a common consequence of fragility, it is tempting to treat poverty as a proxy of fragility.
While poverty can stand in all these relationships to fragility for different states at different times, our review
suggests that it is generally more salient as both cause and consequence, albeit only one of several, than as
a defining trait of fragile states.

We propose modifying the OECD/DAC definition of a fragile state, simply as one unable to meet its
population’s expectations or manage changes in expectations and capacity through the political
process. Whether and to what degree these expectations entail poverty reduction, development,
security or human rights will depend on historical, cultural and other factors that shape state-society
relations in specific contexts. Questions of legitimacy, in embedded or historical forms, will influence
these expectations, while performance against expectations and the quality of participation/the
political process will also produce (or reduce) legitimacy.
Fragility thus arises from substantial disequilibrium in state-society relations. It has multiple
underlying causes, both chronic and acute, and it can produce multiple consequences, most worryingly
vulnerability to internal conflict, inability to cope with humanitarian disaster and high risk of state
collapse. There are extreme events or shocks that might produce fragility in even apparently resilient
states; our greater concern is with chronic fragility, which renders states less resilient to shocks.
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Causal factors in state fragility or resilience
The reality that multiple, interacting factors can undermine the social contract means that there is
no simple test to determine which states will experience fragility and which will be resilient. However,
certain factors are critical and play out in the form of the negotiation of the state-society contract.
The social contract, we argue, emerges from the interaction between a) expectations that a given
society has of a given state; b) state capacity to provide services, including security, and to secure
revenue from its population and territory to provide these services (in part a function of economic
resources; and c) élite will to direct state resources and capacity to fulfil social expectations.
It is crucially mediated by d) the existence of political processes through which the bargain between
state and society is struck, reinforced and institutionalised.
Finally, e) legitimacy plays a complex additional role in shaping expectations and facilitating political
process. Legitimacy is also produced and replenished – or, conversely, eroded – by the interaction
among the other four factors. Legitimacy has various domestic forms and sources, which are not
always mutually reinforcing: embedded or residual legitimacy, deriving from prior state formation or
other historical dynamics; performance legitimacy, which derives from effective and equitable service
delivery; and process legitimacy. Legitimacy can also derive from international recognition and
reinforcement, although this especially can be at odds with domestic sources of legitimacy.
Taken together, the interaction among these factors forms a dynamic agreement between state and
society on their mutual roles and responsibilities – a social contract.
In stable, contemporary states, citizens need and expect certain goods from the state, including
security, enabling conditions for the pursuit of economic livelihoods and public services such as
education and healthcare. In return, they have obligations to the state to pay taxes and to accept the
state’s monopoly on coercive force and other curtailments of their freedom. Within any given society,
and across societies, there are different and often opposing ideas of the relative value and preferred
form of such needs as security, economic wellbeing, political participation and social relationships.
There are also different ideas as to whether these needs should be met by the state, the community,
or individuals. Reaching agreement – not only between the state and society but also among societal
groups – on their mutual obligations is thus a dynamic process of negotiation. In stable states,
although some groups may be under-satisfied with specific outcomes, this exchange is generally
perceived as legitimate.
Iteration of the negotiation process progressively reinforces and institutionalises the social contract.
Equilibrium of this social contract, especially when progressively institutionalised, constitutes the
fundamental source of state resilience.
The process of establishing and maintaining a mutually agreed social contract – of reaching a state
of dynamic equilibrium between the expectations of society and state capacity to meet these
expectations – is intrinsic to the process of state formation. It is also a core ingredient of legitimacy.
If the social contract functions and is seen as legitimate, it enhances the ability of the state to manage
change.
Resilience, to reiterate, is a feature of states and more precisely social contracts. It is defined here as
the ability to cope with changes in capacity, effectiveness or legitimacy. These changes can be driven
by shocks – sudden changes – or through long-term erosions (or increases) in capacity, effectiveness
or legitimacy.
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Resilience derives from a combination of capacity and resources, effective institutions and legitimacy,
all of which are underpinned by political processes that mediate state-society relations and
expectations.
It is resilience in the social contract that creates stability in a state. This does not mean that the
government is necessarily stable – a point to which we will return. Governments may rise and fall,
but if they do so without creating the risks of violent conflict, humanitarian crisis or ungoverned
spaces, that concern international actors, then the state is stable.

A dynamic concept of fragility
Fragility, then, resides at the opposite pole of resilience, which implies the ability to cope with change
while maintaining the bargain of the social contract. If the process of reconciling citizens’ and states’
expectations is the bedrock of resilience, then fragility for the most part occurs in the absence or
insufficiency of political processes for managing changes in the state-society contract. A focus on the political
processes through which state and citizen expectations are negotiated and reconciled provides an
essential lens, both for defining the core features of fragility and for understanding the potential
problems that may arise from international support for the state-building process.
Of course, life is not so easy as to allow for a simple, one-part model of fragility. A more dynamic
model incorporates the relationship between the political process described above and the attributes
of the given state in question, including its organisational capacity, resources, the will of its élites, its
intrinsic or historical legitimacy and its resource base.
Fragility, first of all, can arise at the extremes of any one of these features. A state with substantial
capabilities and resources that has extremely weak internal legitimacy can come under intense
political pressures that interfere with the stability of state and citizens’ expectations and can pose a
political (and often violent) challenge. Iran under the Shah was a telling example of this phenomenon.
Where the legitimacy challenge is not so great and capabilities and resources are high, the state can
use these capabilities and resources to suppress or manage political pressures.
More commonly, a state – even one with a well-developed political process for matching services to
expectations and for generating compliance with state obligations – can be fragile if its organisational
capabilities are extremely low, or its resource base extremely thin. Mozambique - which has been well
governed since the end of its civil war, but which is still heavily dependent on external aid and
international support to service delivery - is perhaps an example.
Changes in expectations can also generate fragility. If people expect a different relationship with the
state from the one the state delivers, then there is an immediate political problem that needs
resolution through the political process. The levels and nature of expectation are shaped by history
and experience, and this can be a negative or positive dynamic. Recurrent experience of a rapacious
and non-service-oriented state is likely to reinforce conceptions of the state as a distant, negative
entity associated with coercion and taxation – but may also dampen political opposition to the state.
An OECD example illustrates this argument, although at a very different point along the spectrum
of capacity. Consider the widely different levels of social service provided by France and the United
States. Were the French state suddenly to opt out of providing universal healthcare, cut wage levels
and rescind education subsidies – or even reduce them to American levels – one would expect social
upheaval. But this hardly means that the lower level of service provision by the American state is a
source of political instability. Not only do church and community groups fill some of the space that
would in France be occupied by the state, but there is also in the United States a strong libertarian
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tradition that actively opposes the extension of the state into the community or the family. Each
society, notwithstanding different interests within it, has comparatively different expectations of its
state, reinforced by historical experience; its resilience in a social contract derives from a broad
equilibrium between expectations and delivery. Such differences are also to be found in less
developed economies.
But in many contexts, fragility appears to arise from the interaction between these features and
specifically from the paucity of the political systems through which stable states reconcile state and
citizens’ expectations, adapt service delivery to changing needs and manage shocks. It is in the
political process that resilience lies, variously bolstered by deep reservoirs of legitimacy, extensive
capabilities or expansive resources.
The most severe form of fragility – which sometimes leads to actual collapse of state institutions –
appears to develop when all of these features are in play. This can happen where the legitimacy of
the state is challenged, where the states’ capabilities and resources are low and where there are only
rudimentary or fractured political processes for handling the resultant tensions. Haiti seems to be a
paradigmatic example.
Models of fragility must allow for the substantial variation in the forms that fragility can take. Call
(2008) is useful here in identifying five types of state fragility that have different vulnerabilities to
violent conflict or humanitarian crisis: weak states, which exhibit low levels of administrative control
either across an entire territory or in portions of it; divided states, which manifest substantial divisions
between national, ethnic or religious groups; post-war states, which have experienced violent conflict;
semi-authoritarian states, which impose order through coercion absent in political legitimacy; and
collapsed states, whose core national institutions do not function at all.5 One could add to this mix fully
authoritarian states, which, despite a track record of sometimes long periods of stability, are
vulnerable to violent transitions.
While Call treats these as categories of states, we believe these distinctions more accurately identify
dimensions or facets of fragility. Importantly, states can exhibit several such facets simultaneously.
Myanmar comes to mind, for it exhibits weakness in the sense that state institutions have limited
geographical scope; division, in that ethnic or other sub-national groups reject the legitimacy of the
state; and semi-authoritarian practices that undermine the state-society contract. Moreover, each
of these features presents a spectrum: states are not either divided or not, or weak or not, or
authoritarian or not, but have degrees of division, weakness and authoritarianism. Even the category
post-conflict is problematic, given the question of war recurrence – although we certainly accept that
states immediately after conflict exhibit a specific and particular form of fragility.

Summing up
In short, multiple factors are in play, but at the core is the central dynamic between societal
expectations of the state and vice versa, which determines where a state lies on the spectrum
between fragility and resilience. The ability to manage state-society expectations and to keep
expectations and capacity in equilibrium is a critical determinant of a state’s resilience to shocks or
stress. This process draws on historical sources of legitimacy but also produces its own: every time
tension in the state-society relationship is managed successfully, legitimacy is reinforced, perception
of the state’s capacity to manage change is enhanced and the resilience of the state increases.
It is also more accurate to describe states as experiencing fragility, rather than as being fragile. All
states are susceptible to situations of fragility; the concern of the international community arises
when the social contract is insufficiently resilient – when political processes cannot manage change
– and the risk of conflict and/or humanitarian disaster is high.
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Pathways to stability and resilience
If fragility is found primarily in weak political processes through which the state-society contract is
managed, how can states reach stability and resilience?

Stability through political process reform
Perhaps the best empirical study on political instability – its risks, its opportunities – is the work
undertaken by Goldstone et al. for the Political Instability Task Force (PITF). On the basis of a
comparative study, Goldstone finds that the two most influential variables for stability are the
character of political competition and the extent of checks on executive authority. Regarding the
former, he argues that factionalised, restricted, or repressed political competition is closely linked
to instability. In such situations, political parties fail to bridge or mediate conflicts between
different social groups; instead they reinforce and amplify social differences. Factionalised
systems are also often polarised due to an uncompromising winner-take-all competition over
central authority.
Similarly, Papagianni (2008) argues that political processes tend to reinforce the legitimacy of the
state when they are inclusive of all major political forces and open to public participation. She argues
that consultative mechanisms at the élite level provide arenas for mediated negotiation to find a
compromise that protects various interests. As they engage, actors develop a stake in the system,
which reinforces its legitimacy and gives them an interest in sustaining it. Evidence suggests that
at significant stages of reform and renegotiation, such as in post-conflict situations, consultative and
inclusive mechanisms that facilitate bargaining and negotiation among élites contribute to public
acceptance of transitional political processes and their outcomes (Papagianni, 2008).
This is consistent with earlier literature on the role of élite pacts in transitions from authoritarian rule
(see for example O’Donnell and Schmitter, 1986). Compromises that include group-based provisions
and guarantees, however, can run the risk of generating contradictory outcomes. Many critics have
argued that such arrangements reinforce group differences and have a polarising effect on politics.
When élites have no incentive to look beyond their traditional constituency for support, they tend to
focus on parochial interests rather than on developing policy agendas that address the public interest
more broadly. This is one of the most common critiques of the constitutional arrangements contained
in the Dayton Accords for Bosnia-Herzegovina.
To avoid this dilemma, Horowitz (1985) recommends an integrative approach that forces élites to
develop coalitions and compromises prior to electoral contestation, by creating electoral incentives
for them to appeal across factional divides. In Nigeria, for example, political parties are required to
include representatives of two-thirds of the country’s states on their executive councils, and are
restricted from using communal or regional references in their names, mottos and emblems.
Similarly, a new electoral law in Indonesia requires political parties seeking to compete in
parliamentary elections to establish offices in two-thirds of the country’s provinces. Within those
provinces, parties must also establish offices and recruit at least 1 000 members in two-thirds of the
districts and municipalities.
Beyond participation, the other key feature of stable regimes, according to the PITF, is checks on
executive authority. Executive authority is constrained through vertical and horizontal accountability,
as discussed below.
Participatory processes, therefore, reinforce the resilience of the state by providing a non-violent
means for mediating conflicting interests and by constraining the power of rulers or élites. When
faced with external or internal shocks, democratic processes offer a mechanism for devising
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collectively agreed strategies to address those shocks and for ensuring that individual and group
rights and interests are protected in the process.
Inclusion, participation and accountability make it more likely that citizens will trust the state in
times of crisis rather than fearing it and seeking alternative means of authority, protection, or
support. It is through inclusion and participation, in particular, that political processes secure the
ability to identify and respond to changes in needs and expectations, delivering on the promise of
responsiveness and creating resilience; such robustness is not static, however, and can erode if the
state lacks the capacity to deliver a response to a shock or fails to meet citizens’ expectations.

Democratisation and hybrid regimes
External and internal pressure for democratisation has produced hybrid regimes that, while
possessing some democratic features, stop short of becoming fully democratic or liberal democracies.
Regimes that hover in this grey zone have become increasingly prevalent in the past several decades
and endure (Ottaway, 2003). This is not a monolithic group; many of these regimes display varying
features of democracy and authoritarianism, which have resulted in more and less stable systems.
Moreover, as both Carothers (2002) and Ottaway (2003) have argued, it would be a mistake to view all
such countries as being “in transition to democracy”. Many such regimes could be described as semiauthoritarian (Ottaway, 2003; Carothers, 2002) or partial democracies (Political Instability Task Force)
and many have proved to be both stable and durable.
Nonetheless, as noted above, the PITF found that partial democracies are the most unstable regime
type. This is consistent with Mansfield and Snyder’s research, which finds that the chances of war
increase substantially in democratising countries when state institutions –particularly those that
regulate political participation – are weak. They argue that the early stages of democratisation entail
intense competition among many social groups and interests. In the absence of strong institutions
to manage mass participation and political competition, élites use nationalist rhetoric to garner
popular support and to legitimise their control of the state apparatus. They may also foment external
conflict in order to bolster their position as the guardian of the state. Mansfield and Snyder argue that
mass participation must, therefore, be anchored in strong democratic institutions. In their absence,
mass participation should be delayed while the international community promotes “the rule of law,
impartial courts and electoral commissions, the professionalization of independent journalists and
the training of competent bureaucrats” (Mansfield and Snyder, 2002).

Stability through growth
Not surprisingly, the PITF found that poor economic performance undermines regimes of all types.
This is consistent with the findings discussed above, whereby dissatisfaction with democracy was
highly correlated with poor government performance. In normative terms, the destabilising effect of
poor economic performance on autocracies might be considered a positive outcome since it may
weaken their legitimacy and spark popular support for democratic transformation. The dilemma is
that the legitimacy of new democracies is just as susceptible to erosion from poor economic
performance. New democracies were found to be several times more likely to backslide to
authoritarian rule if they experienced an annual decline in GDP per capita – as illustrated in recent
reversals in Latin America.
The PITF also found that higher per capita income does not necessarily improve the prospects for
democratic transitions. Conventional wisdom asserts that increases in income produce an educated
and entrepreneurial middle class that will eventually demand control over its own fate. Sooner or
later, even repressive regimes are forced to give in to these demands. However, the empirical evidence
for this process is ambiguous. The oft-cited work by Przeworski et al. (2000) demonstrates that once
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democracy is installed, its sustainability is highly correlated with per capita income. In authoritarian
regimes where democracy has not taken hold, however, wealth significantly decreases the chances
of a democratic transition.
Bueno de Mesquita and Downs (2005) argue that the durability of the world’s rapidly growing
autocracies like China and Vietnam can be attributed to their astute manipulation and suppression
of “co-ordination goods”. Co-ordination goods are “ … those public goods that critically affect the
ability of political opponents to coordinate but have relatively little impact on economic growth”.
These include political rights, more general human rights, press freedom and access to higher
education. They are distinct from public goods such as transportation, healthcare, primary education
and national defence, which, when restricted, have a substantial impact on both public opinion and
economic growth. Indeed, as both countries show, significant economic growth can be achieved and
sustained even while the government restricts co-ordination goods (Bueno de Mesquita and Downs,
2005). Although data limitations prevent conclusions as to whether growth will generate momentum
towards democracy in the long term, there is growing evidence that, in the short term, economic
growth stabilises regimes.

Beyond stability – other OECD goals
Stability is not the only goal of OECD member engagement in fragile situations. According to the
OECD Principles for Good International Engagement, the long-term vision for state building in fragile
states is to help national reformers build states that are not only stable but also legitimate. And most
OECD members have further commitments that guide their interventions – to human rights and to
democratic norms. OECD states, in short, will not be neutral about the relative merits of the economic
versus the political pathway to stability.
The findings from recent research, however, make clear that external actors will face significant
limitations on their ability to shape the pathways to stability and resilience. Not only do pathways to
resilience exist that do not require political governance reform, but there are significant actors beyond
the OECD willing and able to finance such non-democratic transitions and market growth. Among
other consequences, OECD states will need to engage more vigorously in policy dialogue with
emerging powers and regional actors to forge common strategy where possible.
These and other implications of the analysis are explored in the next section.

Summing up
Fragility, we argue, is primarily a function of disequilibrium between state functions and capacity on
the one hand and social expectations on the other. It arises either from the paucity of the political
process for managing agreement on the social contract (issues of political governance) or from
extremes of incapacity or illegitimacy.
The political process by which the social contract is forged and renewed therefore offers a core lens
for state builders. A stable state must be able to effectively deliver services that match its citizens’
expectations (and collect revenue to do so); equally important, however, it must be able to manage
changes in those expectations and changes that arise either from an increase or decrease in resources
– and do so while remaining a legitimate source of authority and coercion. When the state cannot
meet these requirements, the social contract that forms its foundation is at risk and so too is the
state. None of this is absolute – there are degrees of risk, degrees of legitimacy and degrees of
effectiveness of process – and hence degrees of fragility. The resilience of the social contract is
founded on the ability of a society to negotiate the changes that characterise the reality of continual
conflict over limited resources.
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III. Implications for response: Policy
The need for political analysis: Assessing the state of the state
If fragility is primarily found in the state-society contract, and if that state-society contract is
historically formed, then the first implication is that state-building policy in any given fragile state must
be grounded first and foremost in a specific, historically informed assessment of the state of the state. General
typologies may be of value in helping to identify relevant pathways and lessons, but only at the
broadest level.
This assessment should take note of informal and non-state service provision and security mechanisms,
as well as those of the state, and pay due regard to informal and non-western forms of organisation,
rule-making and conflict resolution, whether religious or communal.
Of course, if each actor in a given country conducts such an assessment, each will reach slightly
different conclusions – which is unhelpful if each then develops a strategy with the government
based on that assessment. Integrated or joint assessment would create more likelihood of shared
strategy.
As important as locally and historically informed analysis – although more amorphous as a point of
policy – is the need to recognise that state building is a process of negotiation among contending
interests. This requires ongoing political analysis of the shifting dimensions of the state-formation
process. The concept of state building as negotiation should inform bilateral and multilateral policy.

Priorities, trade-offs and sequencing
If the maintenance of security within the territory is the legal foundation, first responsibility and
key feature of contemporary states, then should building the state’s security capacity be priority
number one? This paper argues it should not. Security, as a core function and service of the state, still
needs to be viewed through the lens of the dynamic model of fragility, which places capacity and
service delivery alongside social expectations and the process for reconciling them. The question of
whether security will be provided in a way that meets the needs of citizens or will function primarily
as an instrument of oppression will not be dictated by state capacity, but by the political process of
state-society negotiation. Security will be reached through a process that enables the state and
society to reach agreement on the form and function of the security apparatus, and which gives
society a role in holding the state accountable to this outcome.
In short, the overarching priority of state building must be political governance: the articulation of a set of
political processes or accountability mechanisms through which the state and society reconcile their
expectations of one another. A focus on governance structures that address inequities and
inequalities and promote accountability is likely over time to promote resilience.
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Where a combination of intrinsic or embedded legitimacy and an ongoing political process is
producing a stabilising state-society contract, or where an assessment suggests that a source of
disequilibrium lies in the state’s inability to extend its security reach (Afghanistan), supporting the
long-term development of legitimate state security structures should be a core goal of state-building policy. At
present, adequate funding is not available for core state-building activities in the security sector.
This is partially because of the nature of the definitions of official development assistance; the
fundamental importance of these activities to the state-building effort argues that alternative
mechanisms must be found.
More broadly, a focus on state building, security and the gradual institutionalisation of the statesociety contract is arguably at least as important as poverty reduction as a framework for
engagement. This is particularly so in post-conflict societies, where poverty reduction of course
remains a goal but is perhaps not the most appropriate framework. The Poverty Reduction Strategy
Paper (PRSP) process may be inappropriate, or at least insufficient, in framing strategy. If properly
developed, the new Integrated Peacebuilding Strategy process at the UN, supported by the World Bank, might
serve as a more appropriate locus of strategy and co-ordination – framing and supporting the PRSP’s focus
on poverty reduction.
Such strategies will have to grapple with the choice between prioritising and sequencing key reforms
(the "sequential" approach) or adopting a "gradualist" approach by which many reforms are
implemented simultaneously, but in piecemeal steps. Overall, we find slightly more evidence in the
literature and in recent cases to support gradualist rather than sequentialist approaches, but only at
the broadest level. It would be an error to make a definitive statement about the efficacy of
sequencing and gradualism; the relative merits of the two approaches must emerge from contextspecific analysis.
Moreover, international actors will have to recognise that some domestic state actors have choices
about pathways to stability, some more compatible than others with human rights and democratic
values. The viability of the case for the democratic pathway to stability where alternatives are
available will be shaped in part by economic performance. Thus, international actors should have a
political incentive to create economic incentives – perhaps through trade, perhaps through
investment in economic capacity development – while working, where relevant, on improving public
finance management.
Given the limits of aid in helping to produce growth, moreover, this argument has important
implications for trade policy. While an examination of trade policy vis-à-vis fragile states is clearly well
outside the scope of this study, further examination of the links between trade openness and political
development is warranted. There is, a priori, a case to be made that restrictive trade policy, especially
as it relates to agriculture, textiles and government services, is at odds with attempts to encourage
economic growth.

Influencing legitimacy
We argued above that legitimacy plays a role in buffering states against fragility and that extreme
illegitimacy can contribute to instability. Yet historical or embedded legitimacy is essentially resistant
to external action or influence.
Scharpf (1999) distinguishes between input legitimacy, focused on the participatory nature of the
decision-making process, and output legitimacy, which is concerned with the problem-solving quality
of laws and rules. Our analysis reinforces the lens that Scharpf offers, but considers these forms of
legitimacy an outcome of the ability of the political process to resolve conflict and of state capacity
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to deliver on negotiated solutions. This more effectively captures the dynamic nature of legitimacy
within the social contract.
Of the many facets of legitimacy, international legitimacy is the most susceptible to outside action.
It is probably the least important for stability and resilience, but it is not unimportant – especially in
places where state élites have traditionally relied on international legitimation to compensate for
the absence of a strong state-society contract, such as in parts of the Arab world.
International legitimacy can be conveyed in straightforward ways – visits of the UN Secretary-General,
photographs with world leaders at summits, statements of support, etc. Conveying illegitimacy is
much harder because the state system is predicated on stable states and lacks systems that are
responsive to fragility. The most assertive mode by which the international system conveys
illegitimacy is through UN Security Council resolutions – most dramatically, of late, in UNSCR 1701
which stripped Syria of any legitimacy in maintaining its occupying presence in Lebanon. The
difficulty of securing agreement to such statements among permanent members of the Security
Council (over Myanmar, over Iran) is but one measure of how difficult it is for the international system
as a whole to express itself against the legitimacy of a state or its government. Such statements can
also backfire: international condemnation can rally nationalist sources of support to a state.

Regional organisations
The process of influencing legitimacy is not limited to international actors – regional organisations can
play a critical role. Of course, this varies greatly from region to region – for example, whereas the
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) is deliberately hands-off in relation to security
issues, the African Union (AU) has transitioned from an organisation founded on the principles of
non-intervention and the sanctity of borders to one increasingly prepared to intervene militarily and
politically in regional conflicts. This variation explains in part the continuing tensions concerning
such concepts as responsibility to protect at the UN.
Regional organisations have also been in the forefront in terms of articulating norms around internal
governance. Most notable is the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD), launched in
October 2001 as a vision and strategic framework for African development, a mechanism that
recognises the need for collective action to overcome the small and interdependent nature of many
African economies (Elbadawi and Gelb, 2003). Second is NEPAD’s African Peer Review Mechanism
(APRM) to encourage collective action to promote standards relating to governance, accountability or
sound economic management, and to signal to domestic and foreign investors and aid providers
that the environment is low-risk. The first countries to put themselves forward were Rwanda, Ghana,
Kenya, Mauritius and South Africa. Both NEPAD and the APRM have faced challenges; the latter is
seen as a weak arrangement that can do little about the worst regimes who refuse to participate –
although the same criticism could easily be applied to most international policy processes.
It is perhaps because regional organisations have been in the forefront of this process that they
appear to have the greatest moral persuasion in specific contexts. Perhaps, on the other hand, it is
simply the fact that countries have to live with their neighbours more directly than they do with
distant governments that gives regional bodies a particular weight in the implementation of these
norms. A positive example is the increasingly assertive role played by the AU, as well as the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS), in rapidly responding to and rolling back coups (a
process that the Organisation of American States, by contrast, has for a long time engaged in). A
negative example is the refusal of many regional leaders to criticize Mugabe’s management of
Zimbabwe’s economy and land rights, which has clearly reinforced and protected the government,
notwithstanding consistent western and UN pressure.
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Response to different facets of fragility
In organising state-building policy, it is relevant also to return to the point that there are different
dimensions of fragility. To recap, we argued that states can be weak – i.e. have extremely limited
capacity and resources – and that weakness can manifest itself in broad but patchy state presence,
i.e. a presence throughout the country, but with minimal capability (e.g. Ethiopia) or in a
geographically bounded state presence, usually within a limited radius round the capital (e.g.
Mozambique). Even here, however, there are important differences. Low capability can arise from
limited human capital, particularly in the form of higher education, legal or high-end technical
training (Timor Leste), or simply a lack of institutional arrangements in which such human capital
can be used (e.g. Iraq). All of these forms of weakness are present in states with good basic governance
and those without. Generally, an assessment of the resilience of the social contract should shape
state-building strategy.
Where a resilient settlement is emerging, or where the state leadership has a credible strategy for
developing it, a state-building approach would strongly emphasise the kind of strategy argued for by
Ghani et al. (2005): forge joint, multi-donor strategy with the government; and then provide direct support to
the state budget without undue interference as to the prioritisation or allocation of that support. The
management of that budget and the allocation of state assets to citizens’ needs and to the economic
and institutional development of the state are central acts of state legitimation. Donor interference
in that process, by stipulating the focus of spending or the balance between sectors, is more likely to
undermine state legitimacy than to develop state capacity – and thus to contribute to fragility.
Where the state lacks the basic will to negotiate a resilient social contract, our analysis suggests a twopart basic strategy: political engagement with the government to seek to generate the necessary political
reforms and support to service delivery functions of the state, if viable, or alternative mechanisms of service
delivery to meet human needs where not. This strategy is far more likely to work if there are also
incentives on offer – perhaps in the form of more substantial support to state security functions or
substantial economic incentives. The rationale is this: in conditions with limited good governance,
i.e. where élites have captured the state for their own rather than the public interest, holding out the
promise of increased aid to social welfare functions is hardly likely to raise élites’ interest or influence
their choices. They may well be more interested in support to the security function and to significant
economic openings.
Here, of course, OECD donors must acknowledge that they are operating in a context where nonOECD actors are now exercising significant political, economic and commercial leverage over fragile
states, especially in Asia and the Middle East but also in Africa – and this may limit the viability of
the strategy just suggested. This is particularly so when western donors exhibit an excessive
attachment to specific western forms of state sovereignty and fail to recognise the significance of
alternative forms of legitimation or articulation of the state-society contract. Diplomatic engagement
with non-OECD economic and political actors will be a necessary additional part of strategy, as
discussed below.

Dealing with political division
State-building policy must recognise the additional challenge posed by existing political divisions.
Where significant sub-national groupings exist within the state (be they religious, ethnic, tribal,
linguistic) and where state-society processes have to date reinforced those divides, generated
inequalities or specifically excluded sub-national groups from the economic and political processes
of the state, the risk of conflict is likely to be high and should specifically inform state-building policy.
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Mediation in pre-crisis and post-crisis situations – the latter usually undertaken by the UN through
its peacekeeping operations, the former usually undertaken by bilateral or EU diplomats – is also an
important form of assistance.
In post-conflict settings, multi-dimensional peace operations and mediation processes increasingly
serve as vehicles for designing and implementing governance interventions. Peace agreements
routinely include complex power- and resource-sharing mechanisms that have significant and
explicit implications for the rules of the game. Peace operations, which have a much more explicitly
political mandate than development agencies, are then mandated to implement these agreements,
including the first phase of institutional design and capacity development activities. As with the rule
of law, there is little evidence of adequate civilian capacity in peace operations.
There are important cases where international mediators have embedded concepts of political
process or institutional arrangements that are incompatible with the specific context, or are too
ambitious in scope or their timetable. As noted, there is increased caution about the timing of
elections in post-conflict settings; similar research is needed on the risks of single-party systems,
ethnic division along party lines and other drivers of fragmentation. Mediators who are grounded and
furnished with an understanding of the dynamics of the society in question, including gender
equality issues, are more likely to avoid such errors.
Engagement in pre-crisis situations is more complex and runs the risk of interference with
sovereignty. There are, however, numerous cases where leaders have sought assistance from
experienced counterparts – bilateral or multilateral. As an ambassador from a small, conflict-prone
state said recently, in defence of conflict prevention activities, “Why do we have to wait until we have
a war to get help with transformation of our justice system or our military?”
A critical question for international policy is therefore how to further develop institutional or political
arrangements so that this kind of mediation of political process can more frequently precede rather than follow
the outbreak of conflict or crisis. This question is linked to another, increasingly salient one: is it possible
to shift the dynamics of authoritarian or semi-authoritarian states through external pressure or
incentives? The need for research on these issues is urgent and immense.
Here, the potential use of security sector reform (SSR) policy as a preventive tool is an area warranting
further exploration. Indeed, a process that increases the sense of democratic process or at least the
public interest among the security services may be a precondition for conflict resolution at a broader
level. However, SSR policy is unlikely to have this kind of preventive effect if élites within the security
service do not see a political and economic horizon beyond state capture – if they do not see an
emerging interest in reformed economic and political institutions. Here, then, gradualism – the
simultaneous but gradual movement along political, security and conflict-resolution tracks, and
ideally alongside economic progress – would produce the most favourable outcome. That, however,
is an abstract theoretical statement: getting these processes to move in gradualist sequence is a trick
of political complexity rarely achieved in practice. Further applied research into the variations of
gradualism in state reform processes is needed.
More broadly, development assistance in such contexts should not be the primary mode of bilateral or
multilateral engagement – diplomatic and political mechanisms should be the drivers of engagement with
authoritarian or semi-authoritarian states.
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State building in post-war states
Post-war states will almost by definition be divided, and many which were weak (institutionally and
in resource terms) before the conflict are even weaker after it. Post-war states simultaneously
represent significant opportunities and a major challenge for state building.
Since Versailles reshaped Europe, post-war settlements have been used by external powers to reshape
the form of the state (Ikenberry, 2000). The post-war moment is a major opportunity. By definition,
the core institutions of the state have failed – to maintain a monopoly on the use of force, to deliver
a stable social contract, to protect citizens and, in most cases, to secure a functioning market. The
process of war itself further disrupts state functioning, although in many cases it also gives rise to
significant new forms of organisation at the sub-state level, new economies and new relations of
patronage and loyalty. All of these must be taken into account during the process of forging new élite
pacts, new or revitalised institutions and a new state-society contract.
But the Versailles reference is deliberate and instructive: the processes of reforging élite relationships,
refashioning core state institutions and reframing the state-society contract all contain within them
the potential for new conflict. Often, expectations are raised past the point that a re-emergent state
can deliver. Groups that held power in the old order may see their power reduced or balanced. Élites
that had captured the state may lose hold of it and seek to regain it; groups that found new economies
in the shadow of war may resist giving them up. Moreover, in wars in which the population is a target
of either state or rebel predation, the basic trust in state structures – often already weak – may be
shaken or destroyed.
International engagement in post-war states has an enormous impact on these issues, far more so
than in the regular process of engagement with fragile states. Peace agreements in their modern
form are, for the most part, not just mechanisms for a cessation of hostilities. They are also quasiconstitutional documents that establish a new political deal between the state and its competitors
– a deal with major implications for the state-society contract and the prospects for political stability
(Stedman, Cousens and Rothchild, 2002). It is recognition of this broad impact that has led the UN –
often the final, if not the first, pen on a peace agreement – to emphasise the light footprint, i.e. a
restrained role for external political actors in the forging of this new compact. The path-creating impact
of specific provisions of peace agreements warrants focused research, perhaps by or in support of the UN’s new
Mediation Support Unit within the Department of Political Affairs.
The relationship between post-war states and external actors continues well past the process of
negotiating peace agreements. More and more, peace operations play substantial roles in supporting,
and in some cases supplanting, core state functions after wars end.
This is particularly true in terms of security provision. At present, the UN, NATO, the EU and the AU
combined have more than 170 000 troops deployed undertaking post-war stabilisation, peace support,
peace implementation and protection of civilian functions. This represents a massive shift in global
governance arrangements: the direct international provision of security support to the state and its
citizens in over 20 post-war or quasi-post-war countries. Not only have these numbers been rising
steadily in recent years (the UN alone has seen a 600% rise in its troop levels in the last six years and
is set for further rises), but the scope of the security mandate has also been broadening. In most
peacekeeping settings, operations are now mandated to undertake protection of civilian functions
(e.g. in eastern Democratic Republic of Congo and Darfur) and to resist and combat spoilers (e.g.
Taliban). That they are not always equipped to do so is a major concern for peacekeeping institutions.
But peace operations play broader roles in the state-building process as well. Three are particularly
important. First, peace operations are now a major vehicle for governance and rule of law support to
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the state, in conjunction with more traditional aid actors such as UNDP and the World Bank. Second,
in some cases, peace operations are a source of economic policy support and/or economic regulatory
support, again usually in conjunction with the World Bank as well as the IMF. Third, peace operations
are increasingly the locus of multi-donor strategy – a point to which we will return.
UN peace operations, specifically, often have broad mandates in this regard, albeit ones not yet
consistently matched by resources or technical capacity. Especially problematic is the fact that the
Security Council has been hesitant to authorise substantial capacity development programmes
within missions and the UN’s Budget Committee has not approved budgets for operational
expenditure by missions. This leaves a critical gap between mandates and activities that cannot
predictably (at current levels of financing) be fulfilled by the UNDP or other UN agencies. Improving
the financing for capacity development within or around peace operations will be a central challenge.
The UN Peacebuilding Commission (PBC) was explicitly established to address the challenge of the
development/security nexus. It should devote particular attention to the question of how to finance
UN staff capacity development, especially in the rule of law, public administration and economic
governance, within or in conjunction with peace operations.
What priorities should guide post-war state-building operations? The subject could be a report in
itself; any answer to the question must start with a strong caveat about the wide variety of causes
and types of war and the range of settlements that emerge from them. However, in broad terms,
there is a growing consensus in the literature that three dimensions of policy should be the focus of postwar engagement: political processes that legitimate the state; development of the framework of the rule of law,
including for economic governance; and the re-establishment of a framework of security, including but not
limited to reconstitution of the state security apparatus (see inter alia Barton, 2004). Although there
is some debate in the literature between a sequential and a gradualist approach to these priorities,
the preponderance of evidence suggests a gradualist approach that sees linked developments in these
three areas. Efforts to achieve security first – for example in the Palestinian territories – in the absence
of legitimate political governance have repeatedly failed.
This set of priorities will be controversial, especially among audiences with a commitment to or focus
on economic recovery and transitional justice. We do not propose to ignore those areas. However,
comparative experience suggests that while transitional justice can be delayed for some period,
restoration of legitimate governance cannot. In some cases, the process of transitional justice is part
of how the post-war state legitimates itself and where such an interaction is possible, it is likely to
be a strong source of stability. However, where there are conflicts, analysis of comparative peace
implementation suggests prioritising governance, security and the rule of law over transitional justice
– at least in terms of sequence.
It is important that support to central state mechanisms not lead to a result where the government
that emerges from elections reverts to patterns of exclusion or domination. This has been an issue
in recent operations. In the DRC for example, support to central state mechanisms was not
adequately contextualised by efforts to develop civil society and an independent media; following the
intensive competition of internationally supported elections, the country risks a return to a winnertake-all mode of government.
More generally, the arrangements necessary to establish basic political legitimacy, order and security
after wars may not be the best arrangements for longer-term state building. There is a strong
likelihood that peace agreements will contain provisions for power-sharing based on parties’ military
prowess, not their political programme, as well as wealth-sharing arrangements that are designed to
buy in spoilers, not create effective markets. These decisions are frequently a necessary feature of
peacemaking, but do not lay the foundation for effective state building. Here, the option is to seek to
build a second phase of negotiations into peace agreements – i.e. to set out only transitional
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arrangements and, critically, to ensure that not only those rewarded in the first phase with state
power are represented in second-stage negotiations.
Similarly, while economic recovery is an important part of prospects for stability, research findings
by Collier (2008) and others suggest that early investments in economic recovery may not reap
rewards and that delaying intensive spending until core economic and political institutions can be
established will be more effective. As both Forman (2000) and Collier have noted, however, donor
spending patterns tend to be the opposite: lots of upfront spending, with real disbursement problems
and a steady decline in spending and attention after roughly three to four years – precisely the period
when renewed investment may have a chance of generating productive economic activity. This is as
yet far from definitive research however, and warrants significant further analysis.
These are broad patterns and should not be regarded as strict guideposts for engagement in any
specific setting. Every state has a unique history – both of the state-formation process itself and of
the course of its conflict – and this must shape strategy.

State building in authoritarian states
A very different enterprise – almost unrecognisable in its modes, but similar in theory – will take
hold in respect to authoritarian or semi-authoritarian states.
The first question will be, of course, why engage in state building in authoritarian and semiauthoritarian states? There are four reasons: there is a difference between the government and the
state; authoritarian/semi-authoritarian states exist on a spectrum and should not just be assumed
to be unreformable; it is possible to work with sub-state actors, creating a base of confidence and a
base of knowledge; and failure to engage in some limited form probably increases the odds that when
political transformation does occur it will be accompanied by state collapse and humanitarian
disaster – the experience of pre-9/11 Afghanistan and the dilemma currently faced in North Korea and
Myanmar.
For the most part, western engagement with semi-authoritarian states has explicitly rejected a statebuilding lens. Here, the political trumps broader state-building objectives. This is not to suggest that
western policy on authoritarian states, even major human rights abusers, has been consistent. Far
from it: security and geopolitical interests matter as well. But in any case, state building is often
neglected in favour of a focus on government policy and performance.
Take, for example, Myanmar. There is almost no development aid going into Myanmar because of its
human rights record. The dilemma is that aid to the state would risk reinforcing a government with
severe domestic and international legitimacy problems and an appalling human rights record.
However, the absence of aid appears to be reinforcing a process by which most state resources go to
the security sector and investment in health and social welfare services is negligible. UN analyses
show severe deprivation and signs of risk of humanitarian crisis in parts of the country. The question
becomes: even if political transformation occurs (for example democratisation under pressure from
popular demonstration or a negotiated settlement with the democratic opposition), will it result in
the collapse of core state services and risk humanitarian crises?
A related question is whether external pressure can produce positive change in authoritarian or
semi-authoritarian states. There is no clear-cut answer. For all of their negative reputation, sanctions
have on occasion worked in the past – over time. For example, the arms and limited trade embargoes
against South Africa in the 1980s certainly appear to have contributed to the apartheid regime’s
ultimate willingness to negotiate power-sharing arrangements. But more often, sanctions have failed.
The picture is thus a complicated one. But at the very least, our analysis suggests that policy on semi-
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authoritarian states should identify opportunities for engagement with state institutions where that engagement
may have only minimal impact on state legitimacy – for example in health provision. This strategy may,
at the margins, extend regime survival – but only at the margins, and it may have a positive impact
in terms of reducing the likelihood of state collapse in situations of rapid political transition.
Of course, in reality the overall balance between state-building support on the one hand and
alternative means of service delivery to meet human needs on the other will depend at least as much
on politics as on assessment or state-building theory. International engagement in fragile states will
always be heavily driven by political questions about the relationship to the government – especially
when dealing with authoritarian, semi-authoritarian or divided states, or states in geopolitically
sensitive areas, including the Middle East. Those political realities may force a mode of engagement
that is either more supportive or less supportive of government policy than an analysis based on
state-building theory would recommend.
Again, all the above are merely broad sketches of the kinds of trade-offs, dilemmas and potential
priorities that could guide external engagement with various forms of fragility under differing
conditions. A more articulated typology, with sub-typologies and adequate variation, could be
developed – but it is likely to create so many categories as to be nearly a one-to-one match to actual
states. In short, a specific, historically grounded analysis of the features of the local state must be the
starting point for state building.
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IV. Implications for response:
Programming
There is little in international law that defines the key functions or features of the state – although
there is much that dictates how states should behave, beyond the provision of security within the
territory. From Weber to Tilly’s foundational notion that “states make war and war makes the state”
(Tilly 1985), to contemporary negotiations in the UN’s Sixth Committee over the definition of
terrorism, the notion that only the state has the right to wield force remains the central, irreducible
concept of statehood in the modern era.
However, as outlined in Annex A on the history of state formation, there is increasing consensus that
the state has a broader set of responsibilities to meet social needs. Some have drawn a distinction
between survival functions (security and the raising of taxes to finance its provision) and delivery
functions. At a more basic level the literature recognises five broad sets of functions for which the
state has responsibility: political processes, governance functions, security functions, economic
functions and social welfare functions. States also have important international relations functions.
We examine international programming around these areas, in three sub-sections. Given the
centrality of political process issues to questions of fragility and resilience, we first examine political
processes and political settlements. We then look at governance-related programming, and finally at
the implications of our analysis for programming round the security, economic and social functions
of the state. The study does not examine programming related to developing the international
relations capacity of the state – an area, perhaps, for further examination.
In doing so, we do not commend the approach that separates out the process, for example, of
delivering services, from the political reality that drives decisions as to who receives what services
where. This paper calls for greater integration and strategic analysis of these political questions
across the various facets of international intervention.

Implications for political processes
The options for direct intervention to support political processes appear limited and uncertain. The
literature presents few convincing models to inform and guide policy, focusing rather on anecdotes.
The basis for political processes and the ensuing political settlements is the successful management
of contestation in three spheres: the political, or the power to make and enforce decisions; the
economic, primarily in the control and distribution of goods, services, capital and natural resources;
and the social/cultural, or the ability to influence and shape social norms and narratives.
The process that guides these negotiations requires a set of rules as to how citizens and élites
understand, express and resolve differences and expectations, with each other and with government.
Acceptance of these rules can be grudging; it can even be somewhat coerced – but stability of rules
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at some level is necessary for agreements to be reached. Questions of power influence the abilities
of groups to shift both the outcomes of the agreements and the fundamental rules themselves –
élites with control over security forces can, for example, impose a social contract and a nonparticipatory system with ease. A group with strong economic power – or territorial control over
natural resources – may be able to leverage the system to secure more profitable distribution of
resources, but may not have the clout to alter the system fundamentally.
Contestation is not in itself unhealthy – it is a fundamental feature of society. Likewise, coercing
members who fail to abide by the rules of the game is also a fundamental feature of society. The idea
of resilience as deriving in part from inclusion, participation and responsiveness argues that political
processes that exhibit these features are less likely to experience problematic contests, and therefore
less likely to drive some groups to seek redress through violence. In practice, total inclusion is never
possible; more and more frequently, complex power- and resource-sharing agreements, such as in
Indonesia and Nigeria, are necessary to preserve stability.
The mechanisms through which international intervention supports political processes appear to
focus around four key areas: i) support to élite pacts; ii) support to constitution-making processes;
iii) support to building conflict-resolution skills and processes at the local levels; and iv) direct
mediation in times of mounting crisis or transition.
We have discussed élite pacts earlier in the section “Pathways to stability and resilience”. As noted,
the post-war moment provides an opportunity to reshape political processes towards greater
consultation and inclusivity. Simultaneously, strong group-based provisioning in peace agreements
can create greater risks of instability. Further research on the typologies and consequences of élite
pacts in peace and power-sharing arrangements is needed.
On the question of support to constitution-making, there is a considerable body of research and
expertise. The level of international support to such processes is commendable; we would only echo
the concerns of Carothers (1999) and others that short time lines risk encouraging constitutions that
fail to reflect the narratives of conflicting parties and thus often fail to be effective. Constitutions are
reflections of the political settlement that underpins the social contract – given their importance to
stability, adequate investment to ensure that this process is as participatory and inclusive as feasible
is welcome.
Support to conflict-resolution skills and local-level political processes is a more recent feature of the
development landscape. There have been no systematic evaluations that demonstrate the impact
and effectiveness of the few techniques and programmes that are emerging. However, OECD member
states appear to have recognised this shortcoming and are in the process of producing guidance on
how to evaluate conflict prevention and peacebuilding activities (see OECD/DAC, 2008). The careful –
and self-critical – implementation of such analysis by independent actors could contribute
significantly to increasing international understanding on these issues.
The post-Cold War era has also seen a dramatic expansion in international and regional mediation during
mounting or incipient crises and in periods of transition. A range of international actors are often
involved, including bilateral diplomats, NGOs and international envoys. Such mediation efforts
sometimes occur under a UN rubric, as in Myanmar and Lebanon, and at other times operate through
a regional organisation, such as with the EU’s role in the Ukraine. Although third-party mediation has
attracted a growing body of research and policy best practice, little of it has concentrated on the
question of state or regime transition, focusing instead on the mediation of active war. A critical
examination of the roles of international, regional, bilateral and national actors in preventive efforts
to manage regime transition or forestall regime crisis would help to identify areas for policy
concentration. Even a cursory examination of recent efforts, however, again highlights the central role
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of neighbours, regional actors and the emerging economic powers in shaping the diplomatic and
economic options available for policy.
Ultimately, political processes are features of national landscapes and are driven by local leaders.
International intervention can provide technical assistance to such processes. New entities such as
the Mediation Support Unit at the UN Department of Political Affairs are recognising the importance
of this assistance.

Implications for governance programming
There is little coherence in international approaches to governance; important gaps remain between
theory/definitions and programming. While some early definitions of governance within the aid
community stressed the political nature of governance, in practice more technocratic approaches to
creating bureaucratic effectiveness have come to dominate governance programming (see for
example Evans and Rauch, 1999).
There is an economic argument for this approach, grounded in empirical evidence that posits that
countries with administrative apparatuses that closely approximate bureaucratic forms of
organisation are characterised by higher rates of economic growth (Evans and Rauch, 1999, p. 748).
Seen from a state-building perspective, however, this approach is problematic – as stressed by a broad
empirical study undertaken by the Centre for the Future State (CFS) (Moore, 2005). In its five-year
report, CFS charges that approaches to governance have been “ … ahistorical – there has been
virtually no attempt to understand the processes whereby current institutional models were
negotiated, or the social, economic and political circumstances in which they were conceived” (Moore,
2005, pp. 1-2). Consequently, donors have “ … ignored the need to build a social and political
consensus”, while assuming that assistance should involve “little more than the supply of material
resources and technical assistance” (Moore, 2005, p. 1). This critique is in line with that of
Rueschmeyer (2005), Ayoob (2001) and others who emphasise that the underpinnings of the modern
bureaucratic state are the result of a complex process of negotiation over ceding power in exchange
for protection and reconciling competing values and norms – a process still very much under way in
much of the developing world.
Against the reality of persistent state capture, state failure and a falsified process of state formation,
the continual adherence of development agencies to an institutional vision of governance has been
problematic. The result has been a gradual conceptual shift away from institutions towards good
governance – and more recently towards good enough governance.
Good enough governance, advocated by Grindle (2004, pp. 525-548) and others, is defined as “ … a
condition of minimally acceptable government performance and civil society engagement that does
not significantly hinder economic and political development and that permits poverty reduction
initiatives to go forward.” This is, again, a definition that separates the political processes that
establish the terms of the social contract from the delivery of services as agreed. As such, it does not
escape the criticism of the CFS above.
Importantly, UNDP (2005a, p. 12) has recently articulated a broader definition of governance: “ … the
exercise of political, economic and administrative authority to manage a nation’s affairs. It is the
complex mechanisms, processes, relationships and institutions through which citizens and groups
articulate their interests, exercise their rights and obligations and mediate their differences.” This
definition goes further than its predecessors in capturing the dynamic of the relationship between
citizen and state and the possibility of differences – connecting the political with the technical.
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In this sense, governance encompasses all relations between state and society – from the means of
articulating and reconciling needs and expectations, to mechanisms of service delivery – or the entire
social contract. In practice, however, governance programming deployed under the rubric of “state
building” has focused on building institutions of the state in order to extend its authority and reach.
The distance between the concept of governance, as implemented, and the theory of governance as the allinclusive notion of the relationship between state and society lies at the heart of many challenges to state
building in practice. Recognition of the complexity of the social contract and the role of political
processes in balancing the elements of expectations, capacity and legitimacy is an explicit objective
of our argument.
The challenge for policies and programme that focus on institution building is that, according to
Fukuyama (2004), experience suggests that Weberian institutions and democratic processes cannot
simply be uprooted and transplanted to developing countries. (The exception may be conditions of
extreme shock, such as in the aftermath of war, though even this is problematic.) Literature on the
sociology of the state reinforces this point, emphasising that the underpinnings of the modern
bureaucratic state are the result of a complex process of negotiation over ceding power in exchange
for production and reconciling competing values and norms. As Rueschmeyer (2005) and Anderson
(1983) have argued, social contracts cannot be effective without the non-contractual underpinnings,
as states have conceptual, not just organisational, foundations.
Thus, countries need to create their own institutions through processes of contestation and deal making between
the state and society. Such processes can take decades. At the same time, it is clear that many countries
face immediate crises in governance, the potential consequences of which are violence or
humanitarian disaster.
A growing interest in and willingness to work with local institutions of governance – such as shuras
in Afghanistan – is also welcome. Traditional systems, which may not be recognisable in western
states, may still perform the same functions and generate the same outputs as formal state
institutions. Respect and willingness to accommodate such systems – bounded by the realistic
recognition that these “outmoded” forms may have led or contributed to conflict – can be helpful in
restoring governance.
We stress that the choices made in governance programming cannot be based on abstract policy, but
must be based on a deep understanding of the political and social fabric of a country – hence our
emphasis on the assessment of the state of the state as a critical step in state-building policy.
The theoretical confusion over governance is problematic. In practice, however, programming driven
by deep and thorough analysis and recognition of the limitation of imported models for institutions
will improve the quality and sustainability of the outputs, irrespective of the objective of the
programming. Nonetheless, some co-ordination and effort to clarify terms would be useful.

Accountability
Accountability describes the obligation of public officials to explain and justify their behaviour to
society and/or face sanction. In programming, accountability is divided into the vertical (the ability
of individuals or social groups to influence how government responds to their social demands) and
the horizontal (the separation of powers and the system of checks and balances among different
branches of government).
Research has identified lacunae in models of accountability. Eyben and Ladbury (2006) observe that
the delineation of a clear boundary between state and society does not reflect the reality that decision
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makers are embedded in society, nor that informal resources and power relationships can bridge
gaps between government institutions and the state and society. There is also little mention of power
relations in accountability, despite the latter being “ultimately about the contestation of power
between unequal actors” (Eyben and Ladbury, 2006, p. 7).
Given the importance of participation to creating resilience in the social contract, investment in
mechanisms that provide both vertical and horizontal accountability would appear logical. The
building of rule of law is starting to receive substantial attention, with a welcome focus on the role
of informal institutions and their interaction with state institutions. Mechanisms for improving
citizen participation in planning and budgeting processes, in contrast, are considerably weaker.
Among the more powerful tools for accountability are elections. A considerable body of literature
explores the question of the timing of elections in post-conflict countries; there is significantly less
literature on the consequences of elections in fragile states. The deterioration of Côte d’Ivoire suggests
that more attention must be paid to this question. In general, electoral processes are a way of
extending participation and of legitimating a particular government.
In accordance with the idea of the social contract, elections can provide a government that has weak
state capacity with legitimacy and breathing room to develop its capacity. This benefit of electoral
processes is often underestimated or ignored in the literature. Conversely, elections can also increase
the salience of a lack of social cohesion or agreement on the nature of the social contract.
More broadly, in post-conflict and low-capacity states, the international community places significant
credibility on PRSPs as a mechanism for creating public participation and accountability. Considerable
evidence suggests that without substantial participation, by women and men, in the planning
processes, PRSPs and other development planning mechanisms may fail to secure the urgent
accountability and attendant legitimacy benefits.

Decentralisation and centre-periphery relations
Decentralisation is commonly used in development programming to promote accountability at the
local level by improving service delivery to local communities.6 Three interrelated ideas support these
efforts: a) where the central government has failed to provide services effectively, the principle of
subsidiarity prevails (Ahmad et al., 2005); b) relationships of accountability between citizens and local
providers are presumed to be more direct at the local level; c) local sources of authority should be
better able to gather information and respond to changes in expectations (Fukuyama, 2004, pp. 68-69).
Two debates currently inform the question of how best to decentralise: i) “big-bang” versus
gradualism and ii) bottom-up versus top-down. The primary advantage of a big-bang approach is
that, if done correctly, it enables the necessary reforms while restricting the time available for
opponents to co-ordinate a response. Gradualism tends to be advocated when capacity among local
authorities is low, when combating ingrained élite-capture presents a significant obstacle and when
citizen participation in politics is limited and civil society underdeveloped.
The general consensus is that a bottom-up process is more efficient, more enduring and more likely
to strengthen the social contract. The theory, appropriately, is that the delivery of public goods should
become more effective as supply gets closer to the source of demand.
Most decentralisation work, however, fails to adequately consider issues of centre-periphery relations
and the complexity of centre-periphery political settlement, particularly in post-conflict countries.
Often, the lack of attention to issues of political equity – as discussed throughout this paper – can
result in local systems and structures being more prone to capture. Consequently, rapid
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decentralisation can serve to entrench vested, exclusionary and discriminatory interests and further
fragment rather than unite. The general lack of concern over capacity – both of process and of
delivery – that accompanies decentralisation programming is also alarming. Evidence from Uganda
suggests a stalling of democratic decentralisation, in response to the near-complete inability of locally
elected officials to deliver road maintenance.
In general, however, participatory processes help to legitimate the state in the eyes of its citizens.
False decentralisation – when the shape of reforms and resource allocation decisions are determined
by short-term political needs or by external assessments of the state – increase the likelihood of a
failure to respond to the domestic bargain that is the social contract. Likewise, decentralisation
without capacity – the ability to strike the bargain without delivering on promises – may pose greater
risks than rewards.

The rule of law
The rule of law – both in the broad sense of accountable governance, but also in the specific sense of
a strong judicial sector, including police – is a core process for developing resilient states. International
support to an effective judicial sector will in almost all circumstances be an appropriate locus for intensive
engagement. Whether that engagement should focus on convincing the government to establish a
legal and political framework for an independent judiciary, on capacity development or on
community-based processes will depend on the specific context.
The limits of the formal justice sector and its tendency to state capture have drawn welcome
attention to the informal sector (Decker et al., 2005; Carothers, 2003). For example, evidence suggests
that the majority of African policing is conducted by non-state actors and that in half of all cases,
people look to them rather than to state actors for protection from and investigation of crime (Baker,
2007). Informal dispute resolution mechanisms, such as customary courts and the gacaca system in
Rwanda, also warrant attention.
In fragile states, the linkages between state and non-state institutions tend, however, to be
problematic, and rivalry rather than co-operation characterises the relationship. Non-state legal
systems are often part of the social fabric of communities. Attempts by the state – or by external
actors – to introduce uniform, nationwide procedures and systems are almost destined to struggle,
and are seen as attempts to impose external rule without benefit to the ruled (Chirayath et al., 2005,
p. 25). Simultaneously, as corruption often benefits élites, reforms of the formal system may also be
resisted and/or distorted by the leaders of the state.7
Judicial reform is profoundly political. Technocratic reform, which relies on experts to replicate or
import laws and legal institutions from OECD countries, does little to address deeper problems. Often
“the underlying maladies of the original institutions end up crossing over and infecting the new
institutions” (Decker et al., 2005, p. 3). Genuine change will only be achieved if state/non-state relations
are renegotiated. In this regard, external assistance must focus on supporting dialogue aimed at
better integration of state institutions and customary or other non-statutory systems – rather than
simply on providing advice on the formulation of specific laws (Chirayath et al., 2005; Scheye and
Andersen, 2007).

Administrative capacity
Cutting across the elements described above and in the next section is the issue of the core
administrative capacity of the state. Traditionally, much of this work has been executed under the
rubric of public administration reform – and critiques similar to those for overall approaches to
governance apply. As noted, most efforts to invest in public administrative capacity rely on an explicit
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Weberian model of the ideal institution. This model describes the most effective state as one that
exhibits several particular features: a more or less steep hierarchy of offices with specialised tasks;
impersonal and rules-based operations of these offices; appointment and promotion of officials on
the basis of ability and performance; supervision that includes incentives and sanctions; and norms
and structural features inducing loyalty within the bureaucracy.
In practice, however, the increase of bureaucratic institutions has not always been accompanied by
the commitment to rules or to the depersonalisation of authority that such systems require. In many
contexts the process by which élites gained and retained control of the state has led to patrimonial
and personalised institutions that derive their authority from patron-client relationships. Such
systems were actually comparatively stable, albeit corrupt and discriminatory. But it was precisely
such structures that became untenable when the Cold War ended and the emerging global economy
and structural adjustment policy combined to drastically reduce the external aid flows through which
patrons maintained their clients – creating a sudden rupture in the equilibrium of state-society
expectations.
Thus, absent a careful understanding of the way in which the political and social fabric of society is
expressed institutionally, investment in recreating or building new institutions that mimic the ideal
Weberian form is often bound to fail. Rather, an open mind with respect to institutional arrangements
and honest acknowledgement of the social foundations of existing forms of organisation is essential.
That said, investment in state capacity is not optional. Without core administrative functions –
particularly in public finance – the state does not exist. Donors may need to consider that short-term
investments in securing this capacity may not be sustainable and may need to create room for
erosion as the societal basis for the state is restored, particularly in difficult cases such as Afghanistan
or Somalia where there is little existing capacity. This should not be considered wasted expenditure;
it is absolutely necessary to give the state space to establish itself and to ensure that local ownership
leads to locally grown institutions.

Implications for programming in key sectors
Security
Security is a core obligation under international law, a core service that is demanded by women, men
and children and the foundation for sustainable economic and social development. Support for
security sector reform (SSR) should be undertaken within a governance framework and through
reinforcement of the state-society contract and, thus, the legitimacy of the state.
Although international attention to and resources for SSR have increased substantially, achieving
positive tangible outcomes remains a challenge (Scheye and Peake, 2005a). This is due to the
inherently political nature of SSR, the frequent weakness of counterpart institutions (in terms of
human capacity and financial resources) and the sheer breadth of change – and amount of time –
required, as well as poor metrics for measuring change.
SSR programming naturally tends to focus on state structures, as the international system views the
state as the sole repository of the right and capability to use force (Buzan, 1998, p. 52). Rivals to state
authority are seen as illegitimate – criminals or bandits – when in fact they are often a response to
state illegitimacy. As Ayoob (1995, p. 4) observes, “in most Third World states there are competing
locations of authority; these are usually weaker than the state in terms of coercive capacity but equal
to or stronger than the state in terms of political legitimacy in the view of large segments of the
states’ populations.”
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SSR processes should address both the issues of limited capacity and those of potential illegitimacy (Ayoob,
1995). A multi-layered approach needs to acknowledge that political processes exist at levels below
the state and that these can and do manage services to their communities. In certain countries, the
desired form of internal security provision may include non-state actors; failing to accept this form
wilfully subverts the social contract.
This does not mitigate the irreducible role of the state in regulation and as the overall guarantor of
the wellbeing of its population.8 States also have a core function of external security (border integrity,
protection from aggression), and further work is needed to develop innovative methods of providing
this security where the capacity does not exist – whether through multinational organisations or the
private sector.9

Service provision
There are basic services – health, education, water and sanitation – whose provision is essential
throughout a state. Services reach the public in a two-step process: policy makers allocate the
services and providers produce them. The manner and the extent of provision remains, as we assert,
part of the political process through which the interests of clients, policy makers and providers are
reconciled (OECD/DAC, 2008a, pp. 5-710). Accountability, which emerges as a complex chain of
relationships linking users, policy makers and service providers, is central in this regard, and the
ability of clients to impose accountability on policy makers or providers will affect whether services
are delivered effectively.11
The primary question facing donors under the rubric of expanding service delivery is whether to
help reform and rebuild the public functions of the state or to work in parallel with it. In the absence
of a willing and capable state, particularly in weak-capacity post-conflict countries, the strategy often
deployed is the use of non-state entities (ranging from private corporations to donor-funded NGOs)
to fulfil some of the responsibilities of the state during a period in which the state is focused
elsewhere.
The difficulty of this model is that without a clear and visible regulatory or fiscal role for the central
state in service provision, legitimacy accrues to the service provider rather than the state. States
achieve legitimacy when they deliver services in accordance with the social contract. When these
services are financed and delivered by external actors, it is questionable as to whether this service
provision “ … strengthens the economy and the ability of the government to be effective in delivering
services or weakens the government’s legitimacy in the eyes of the public” (Newbrander, 2007, p. 16).
Two tensions in particular create a tendency to bypass the state. First, international actors are
confronted by the humanitarian imperative to address people’s basic needs in the short-term. Doing
so quickly and efficiently frequently entails circumventing the state and relying on non-state
providers, often international. Second, governments may be repressive, corrupt, or, in the worst
instances, internationally illegitimate. While human needs press for continued engagement,
supporting such regimes risks rewarding poor behaviour or giving political leaders the opportunity
to win favour for improvements in living conditions to which they did not contribute.
The DAC has identified both these dilemmas and best practices for service delivery in fragile states
(OECD/DAC, 2007a; OECD/DAC, 2008a). There is consensus that the first best solution is to support a
willing government in its efforts to take responsibility for service provision.12 Where inapplicable,
the workstream argues that donors should assess the situation with regard to particular service
sectors and geographic areas and where willingness exists, place a priority on strengthening policy
making and implementation capacities with the goal of building back better institutions rather than
recreating failed ones.
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The implications of our analysis are simple: effective support to service delivery entails continually
reassessing contextual information to adapt the mix of intervention tools, and integrating long-term
capacity development plans at the outset. The challenge to state-oriented service delivery is to
provide services fast enough and well enough to address the challenges of fragility; when choosing
to use non-state actors to meet needs and deliver services, international actors must be careful to
provide such support without undermining the legitimacy of the state.
Careful co-ordination, regulation and oversight of non-state providers are essential to ensure that
they align with government priorities when appropriate, and to prevent them from overriding local
capacity and resources. In certain cases – where, for example, a group has historically had an
adversarial relationship to the state – the slow, local build-up of a service-delivery relationship can
help build legitimacy; again, the ultimate goal of developing state institutions that deliver on the
promise of a viable and resilient social contract must integrate with the shorter-term impetus of
service delivery. A further, unanswered question lies in determining what level of services is a
“minimum” level that is provided for humanitarian reasons, rather than in service of the statebuilding goal.

Economic growth
It is now widely recognised that the state is an essential facilitator of growth; how much so remains
the subject of debate. As the Commission for Africa (2005) emphasised, “ … the way states function
is increasingly seen as one of the most important factors affecting development in the poorest
countries” (Fritz and Menocal, 2007a, p. 531).
The argument over the importance of state institutions for growth ranges far beyond the scope of this
paper. North (1989) and others indicate that institutions drive growth in the long run (Rodrik et al.,
2007; Acemoglu, 2001; Pande and Udry, 2005). Rodrik (2003) concludes that institutions are critical for
sustaining growth but not necessarily for catalysing it; Sachs (2003) and others differ. The entry point
for a discussion of fragile states is that, irrespective of the causes of growth, there is agreement that
good institutions help to protect against shocks.
Leaving aside the discussion of market models, it is clear that at minimum the state must play a
regulatory and oversight role in the creation of an effective market. An enforceable legal framework
that incorporates issues relating to property rights, commercial law, insurance, bankruptcy and land
and banking law is essential to efficient market formation and functioning, while employment and
environmental laws are important over the longer term to protect human and natural resources
(Ghani, Carnahan and Lockhart, 2006). Managing state assets through regulation and licensing,
especially in the natural resource sectors, is of fundamental importance given their enormous
potential to create or destroy wealth (Ghani, Carnahan and Lockhart, 2006).
Wider issues of public finance have recently returned within the remit of development agencies – a
welcome change. Attention to issues of revenue and sustainability cuts across service delivery, from
the provision of security to the payment of school fees (Boyce and O’Donnell, 2007; Ghani, Carnahan
and Lockhart, 2005; Carnahan and Lockhart, 2008). We share Ghani’s contention that the budget is the
government’s primary planning tool and that deliberations over the budget are a political process where
priorities are identified and difficult decisions about the trade-offs between social and investment expenditure
are made. International aid must therefore recognise that undermining budgetary processes – through
service-delivery decisions, poor co-ordination, off-budget financing and administrative overheads –
undermines the social contract.
More generally, aid mechanisms have inadequately recognised that taxation and public expenditure
have redistributive functions allowing for the state to correct horizontal and vertical inequalities
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over time. These features are particularly relevant in divided societies for ensuring stable and
equitable growth.
The state also has an essential role in providing a stable supply of money – establishing a stable
currency (or adopting one) to ensure price stabilisation, as well as a means for payments and financial
intermediation (borrowing and lending) (Coats, 2007). Finally, the provision and maintenance of
infrastructural services are necessary for economic growth and can be a tool for overcoming
inequalities of opportunity across the territory of the state and levelling the playing field between
urban and rural areas (Ghani, Carnahan and Lockhart, 2006).

Corruption and organised crime
In many fragile states, corruption and organized crime are rife. These dynamics are more
consequence than cause, but once present they exploit and exacerbate state weakness. If not tackled
early, corruption – and the public perceptions thereof – can undermine citizens’ trust in the state
and in international actors, and weaken state legitimacy.
As noted by Galtung and Tisné (2008), a rise in public perception of corruption can have a destabilising
effect; it can also be an important source and stimulus for dialogue about the role of key actors in
governments and the way in which governments conduct themselves. Afghanistan clearly embodies
these tensions, with both opposition parliamentarian Ramazan Basherdost and the Taliban
campaigning against the inefficiency and corruption of the government and foreign NGOs.
Efforts to reduce corruption may also be destabilising. Enforcement-led approaches (with the aim of
prosecuting corrupt individuals) are easily politicised – and are more often than not political when
attacking figures and practices at the heart of fragile state institutions.
The enforcement-led approach is most often accompanied by interventions designed to create a
public environment less permissive of corruption. These can also have the unintended consequence
of eroding state legitimacy. Raising awareness of corruption creates expectations of reform. Failure
to meet these expectations contributes to increasing cynicism about the state and politicians, in turn
eroding legitimacy.
The risk that corruption and corrupt networks become entrenched with time and negative public
perceptions grow is high. However, current solutions appear to focus most prominently on highlevel corruption, which is not always at the point of contact most citizens have with their state
and therefore not the source of grievances. Linked to this, international financial positions on
civil service wage increases often place functionaries in a position where “illegal” service fees are
necessary for survival. What are needed are more innovative strategies that structure incentives
carefully to reward compliance rather than penalise it. Such strategies would involve local
communities most affected by corruption and recognise the economic realities that drive lowlevel corruption. Investment in these areas is sadly lacking. Increasing information flows and the
transparency of government and international actors could to some extent empower citizens in
fragile states and address these grievances while simultaneously re-enforcing state legitimacy
(Galtung and Tisné, 2008).
Predatory states and those with weak rule of law, particularly post-conflict countries, are especially
at risk as a result of two forms of activity: criminal organisations that operate for profit’s sake and
organised criminal activities conducted by other actors – political parties, terrorist organisations,
insurgent groups – that seek to generate funds as a means to political ends (Williams and Picarelli,
2005, p. 126).
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With respect to the nexus of conflict and criminality, international responses to organised crime on
the one hand and to conflict prevention, peacekeeping and peacebuilding on the other have been
largely separate. Williams and Picarelli (2005, p. 126) argue that traditional diplomacy needs to be
combined with law enforcement in innovative ways. They call for the development of conflictresolution strategies that change the profit-to-risk ratio of criminal versus lawful opportunities, and
for the integration of “peacemaking and peacekeeping activities with efforts to develop the rule of law,
to contain organized criminal activities and to inhibit the development of – or to dismantle – parallel
power structures.”
Among the tools for this are financially targeted sanctions. To improve their efficacy, international
and national law enforcement needs to be better incorporated into the design of regulatory regimes.
Use of asset freezing and seizing by the international community can be an effective tool against
criminal networks, particularly where the political will among domestic law enforcement actors for
interdiction of individuals is lacking. The exact design of these measures must be context-specific –
whether groups are politically driven, profit driven, or some combination thereof is a critical factor
in how groups will react.
Combating organised crime also requires a concerted effort, since no single country or organisation
has the requisite capacity or authority to conduct the full range of activities necessary to effectively
combat organised crime. Existing anti-crime and anti-corruption entities, like the G-8 Expert Group
on Transnational Organised Crime and the Financial Action Task Force, could be strengthened with
respect to the conflict-crime nexus.
Although post-conflict countries are at heightened risk from corruption and organised crime, peace
operations – especially under Chapter Seven of the UN Charter – offer opportunities to strengthen
national capacities and engage in robust countermeasures, such as placement of international judges
and specialist law enforcement, e.g. the deployment of Italian Guardia di Finanza to Kosovo under
UNMIK.

Taxation
Resource mobilisation through taxation was integral to state formation in the European experience,
and formed the basis of bargaining between citizens and rulers over their mutual duties and
obligations. A state dependent on taxation for revenue has a stake in its citizens’ prosperity and
creates incentives to promote economic development and improve public policies in ways that meet
citizens’ expectations. Men and women who interact with the state through taxation and observe a
relationship between tax and services have a stake in the performance and accountability of state
institutions and are willing to cede legitimacy to the government (Moore, 2007). Where taxation is
coerced and the state is not service-oriented, perceptions of the state as distant and predatory are
reinforced.
The OECD/DAC Network on Governance (GOVNET) notes that experience from Costa Rica, Mauritius
and several East Asian countries demonstrates the value of this relationship, and that countries with
limited tax revenues tend to exhibit bad governance (OECD/DAC, 2008b). The effects of low tax
revenues have been documented across a variety of countries and regions.13
A critical dilemma for international actors is that persistent aid dependence creates disincentives to
tax, severing the accountability relationship described above (Sindzingre, 2007). In addition, when
citizens are not aware of the intensity of aid flows, the distribution of aid between grants and loans
or the nature of aid-funded projects, the necessary information for effective accountability is missing.
The disincentive to tax may also slow the development of domestic institutions, particularly the tax
administration and other components of the public finance system (Brautigam and Knack, 2004).
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Excessive involvement of international actors in direct service delivery also distorts the basis of the
taxation relationship.
To date, international assistance has focused primarily on enhancing the tax administration, with a
strong emphasis on the establishment of semi-autonomous revenue authorities (OECD/DAC, 2008b).
The result of these efforts has been mixed, indicating that an emphasis on the formal status of tax
institutions is not a sufficient remedy. Rather, state-building policy in fragile states should have the
objective of supporting governments in their efforts to raise revenue by taxing a larger number of citizens and
enterprises more consensually (OECD/DAC, 2008b), acknowledging the trade-offs and challenges
involved.
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V. Organisational & financial implications:
Recommendations for bilaterals
and multilaterals
Implications for bilaterals: Financing and mode of delivery
Bilateral actors have increasingly recognised that it is necessary to take a whole-of-government
approach to fragile states – i.e. to develop security, development, foreign and trade policies in relation
to their impact on broader dynamics of state fragility or resilience (Stewart and Brown, 2007). Here
we believe our dynamic model of fragility adds value, in creating a lens through which interactions
can be viewed and understood.
For example, UK and Dutch policy processes for SSR are recognised as being at the forefront of
effective whole-of-government approaches to strategy development. Critically, the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands have developed mechanisms for creating a cross-ministerial integrated SSR
approach, in addition to flexible funding mechanisms. However, in most cases, whole-of-government
approaches are still in their infancy and as currently articulated contain some risks. Moreover, they
have not yet convincingly translated into necessary changes in a) the way national budgets are
organised for effective spending in fragile states or b) the manner in which national policy intersects
with various multilateral institutions.

Risks associated with whole-of-government approaches
The first risk, with which the UN has had substantial negative experience, is that co-ordination can
drive out strategy (Jones, 2000). Although effective strategy for engagement in fragile states clearly
needs to combine the diplomatic, development, security and economic dimensions of policy, multiactor co-ordination processes do not tend to generate high-quality strategy; rather, they force a
premium on accommodation of bureaucratic differences to enable consensus. This outcome depends
in substantial part on bureaucratic culture; there is as yet only initial research on these questions, but
some early experiences suggest that processes that allow for contested advice prove more effective in
generating both cross-actor buy-in and clear strategy decisions (Stedman and Gowan, 2006).
The second risk is that co-ordination within capitals can drive out co-ordination between capitals.
Because of the need to bring a multiplicity of actors along on a given policy approach, the
governmental co-ordination process can result in fixed positions that are then not amenable to
further co-ordination with other donors.
Last and most important is the risk that whole-of-government approaches by donors can drive out
whole-of-government strategy by recipients. As noted above, the act of shaping overall government
strategy – allocating the national budget and articulating state priorities – is an extremely important
part of state legitimation, especially in weak, divided and post-war states. It is ultimately the
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responsibility of the state to perform this set of functions and if donor-driven strategy displaces those
functions, the effect can be deleterious to state legitimacy and the stabilising effect of state-society
contract negotiations. Of course, the extent to which this is true depends on the quality of national
leadership and its ability to drive effective strategy. Nevertheless, the risk is real and warrants caution.
The actual effectiveness of whole-of-government approaches is also diminished by the fact that to
date they concentrate heavily on post-conflict states, and only initial steps have been taken to test
the performance of these units in preventive contexts (Stewart, 2000; Stewart et al., 2007). Finally,
whole-of-government approaches as yet have not been fully translated into appropriate financing
mechanisms – an issue we return to below.

Engagement with non-OECD actors
OECD DAC development policy is still largely framed by processes that are formed through interaction
among western states, not through interaction with southern states – either development partners
or emerging economies.
Here again, OECD states will have to recognise that they are no longer operating in a context where
they are the primary source of external income for many of the states in question. This is particularly
an issue in dealing with authoritarian or semi-authoritarian states. Whether in Myanmar or
Zimbabwe, authoritarian or semi-authoritarian states have allies and access to external sources of
support and markets beyond the OECD area. Effective international engagement in such cases is
likely to require concerted negotiation or discussion with these external supporters if it is to have a
real effect. Absent sustained engagement with the major emerging economies, OECD policy will be
decreasingly relevant in several fragile contexts.
Moreover, we suspect that there is much to learn from engagement with emerging economies and
the rising powers. Several of them were in the not too distant past themselves grappling with
transition from authoritarian or military rule (Brazil), with jump-starting their economies under the
legacy of heavy state involvement in the economy (China), with nurturing still-young democratic
institutions (South Africa) or with adapting the state to the challenge of maintaining vibrant growth
while tackling widespread poverty (India). Encouragingly, these states are starting to engage in postconflict programming (India in Afghanistan, China in Timor Leste, South Africa in Sudan, Brazil in
Haiti). Some past south-south engagements in post-conflict peacebuilding suggest a direct relevance
of contemporary national experience and a greater cultural sensitivity to the role of external
engagement – a positive example having been Pakistan’s troop contingent in Haiti during MINUSTAH
(Cousens, Kumar and Wermester, 2000). There are of course less salutary examples – Chinese natural
resource spending in the Pacific region comes to mind.
These issues will have a direct bearing on a region of high importance to the OECD and of mounting
concern from a fragile states perspective: the Middle East. Arrayed against OECD policy and the mode
of OECD member aid delivery are powerful social forces, including a resurgence of religious identity and
economic forces. These social forces have contributed to a dramatic jump in sovereign wealth of the
last ten years, most notably in Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC) countries. To date, in the intersection
between western aid policy in the Middle East and these dynamic regional forces, the west is losing.
Sustained engagement with the Gulf countries is the sine qua non of effective policy in this region.

Aid mechanics: Financing, co-ordination and mode of delivery
A further challenge for bilateral actors is that a state-building lens and a concern about fragility have
not yet resulted in a shift in the mode of aid delivery. Three issues are of concern here: first, the
continuing competition and lack of co-ordination between donors; second, the increasingly
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burdensome emphasis that donors place on accountability to themselves as distinct from partner
state accountability to its citizens; and third, the lack of predictable, multi-year funding to
programmes that require long-term strategy. Those include state capacity development, institution
building and SSR – i.e. those areas that should be at the core of state-building processes.
Donor Co-ordination. The pathologies of donor co-ordination are well established and need not be
restated here (Forman and Patrick, 2000; Jones, 2000). What is clear, however, is that lack of coordination and donor competition for branding and ownership are all the more counterproductive
in fragile state contexts. Where the state is comparatively strong, it will by and large be able to impose
a degree of order on both donors and agencies; where the state is comparatively weak, incoherence
among donors will reinforce incoherence of state strategy and incoherence among multilateral
agencies and non-governmental organisations.
In this context, the launch of a “One UN” process in several countries is a starting point, although not
a complete solution. Better co-ordination among agencies must be matched by tighter coherence
and harmonisation among donors. The use of pooled funds (see below) is probably the most efficient
way to achieve this result.
Many donor agencies have, for several years, resisted the kinds of changes required to fully
implement a more coherent approach. The EU Common Framework for Country Strategy Papers
(CSPs) is an early example of a concept for forging a joint multi-donor strategy across governments
– an idea whose time has come. There are significant challenges and risks ahead in this as yet
unproved process; the next few years will see more data emerge from the field on the efficacy and
effectiveness of this approach.14 There is perhaps a new opportunity, however, with governments
recognising that their interests in fragile states extend beyond the remit of development assistance,
and that there are national interests in improving results.
Financing. At the bilateral level, whole-of-government approaches have yet to demonstrate an impact
on bilateral policy spending arrangements. A significant factor in this is the complex question of
ODA eligibility and in particular a widespread reluctance to count certain expenditures as ODA. This
is understandable from an economic development perspective; it remains essential, from a statebuilding perspective, that sources of funding are made available for these purposes, both ODA-eligible
and not.
Certain portions of work in certain sectors, including parts of SSR and the civilian functions of
peacekeeping, are covered by ODA. However, these are few in number, and essential security activities
– such as supporting counterinsurgency and military training and provision of military equipment –
sometimes experience financing challenges. Such activities are legitimate features of state
authority.15
ODA-based spending is not, however, the only potential source of funds for these activities. Defencebudget-based programmes for SSR, such as train and equip programmes, can and do provide funding
for these activities. The challenge here is in ensuring that those programmes fall under a whole-ofgovernment approach to state building, as was stipulated in the original design for a new US Africa
Command structure, since abandoned. Mechanisms that secure adequate funding across a range of
activities in the security sector will offer significant potential for improvement, but a key challenge
will be to create adequate incentives to encourage improved co-ordination and coherence between
ODA- and non-ODA-eligible expenditures for development objectives. In recent years a few flexible
financing mechanisms have been created (in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Canada and the
European Union) that incorporate both ODA and non-ODA financing. This is a welcome innovation
and further work and assessment on these tools is necessary, both to understand how they work
and to see what the incentives are for donors to establish similarly flexible mechanisms.
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A glaring weakness is in rule of law and justice sector support to fragile states, both at the multilateral
and bilateral levels. Three problems intersect. First, much of this support, especially in post-war
states, is provided through peace operations, but without assessed budgets for spending under
civilian functions. Second, spending on the civilian dimensions of peace operations is not entirely
covered by ODA criteria. Third, funding aside, there is a dearth of available personnel for bilateral or
multilateral operations.
Related to this is the acute problem of a lack of multi-year funding, especially for governance, rule of
law and capacity development programming. The consequences that result for recipients when they
are forced to plan only a year at a time – and, given the time scales on which donors provide rather
than commit funds, often far less than a year – are well documented. In poverty reduction and
economic growth terms, this is problematic enough. When it comes to engagement with and support
to extremely sensitive, long-term processes of state-society contract negotiations or building the
institutions of political governance, lack of long-term predictability is fundamentally detrimental.
Donor governments need to engage with their legislative and parliamentary bodies to further
elucidate the negative implications of short-termism in donor financing. That case should be made,
in the first instance, not by aid ministries, who are often perceived as having a vested interest, but
by whole-of-government units, foreign ministries, or others who can also speak to the broader
national interests in supporting the state-building process and tackling state fragility.
It is worth noting that one area where governments have recently succeeded in improving funding
structures is humanitarian aid – with the replenishment of the Central Emergency Revolving Fund
(CERF) to USD 500 million and the initial success of common funds (Stoddard et al., 2006).
Accountability to whom? Directly related to the question of multi-year funding is the question of
donor-based accountability. Over the past several years, donor governments have understandably
increased their reporting requirements and changed disbursement patterns to improve the
accountability of recipients for the use of donor funds. The consequences of these changes, however,
especially in contexts where multiple donors are providing support to states with limited financial
management capacity, are twofold. First, these mechanisms place a substantial strain on states’
financial management mechanisms and staff, taking attention away from strategy, inclusive
negotiations and other priorities. Second, and even more perniciously, these mechanisms increasingly
supplant the state’s accountability to its citizens with state accountability to donors. The two are not
mutually exclusive in principle. In practice, where capacity is strained, fulfilling donor reporting
requirements – and more importantly, programming against donor rather than national priorities – can
actively undermine state accountability and responsiveness, the opposite of state-building goals. Here,
too, donor governments should be engaging with their legislative oversight bodies to make the case
for a greater emphasis on internal accountability, rather than state-donor accountability.
Pooling funds. Many of these difficulties would be eased if donors, relying on each other or a
multilateral body to undertake the management and accountability processes, did more to pool their
funds. One mode for this is being tested now – the pooling of resources through the use of common
funds at the country level, in the “One UN” process. Further use of this or similar mechanisms would
go a long way toward minimising the countereffects on state-building processes of current aid
delivery, financing and accountability mechanisms.

Implications for multilateral institutions
The issue of state building in fragile states has substantial implications for multilateral actors as
well. Multilateral institutions, particularly the UN and the World Bank, should – and do – bring
substantial comparative advantages to bear. Three stand out.
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First, because these actors are involved in just about every fragile state context, they have – at least
theoretically – an ability to learn lessons and generate real, comparative expertise. This is in contrast
to most bilateral donors (the largest donors are an exception) who increasingly focus their aid on a
smaller subset of countries and may not have substantial expertise in fragile state contexts. At the
UN in particular, engagement in fragile states is a huge part of the workload, so that over time the
institution retains a number of staff with substantial field experience and policy knowledge relevant
to fragile states. Multilateral institutions often also enjoy a legitimacy that is not attached to bilateral
actors, though multilateral institutions are generally slow to recognise that they too face a version
of performance legitimacy. Moreover, repeated underperformance erodes legitimacy in the eyes of
both host states and donors.
Second, multinational institutions have, by necessity, multicultural staff, who can bring with them
an appreciation of cross-cultural state forms and institutional arrangements. This is particularly so
with the growing number of senior officials at the UN and the World Bank who themselves come
from states with recent experiences of fragility or conflict (albeit usually from the élite strata of those
societies).
Third, multilateral institutions have the opportunity, if not always the capacity, to pull myriad actors
together under a common strategy. This can be done by a lead donor, and in a few cases – such as
Australia’s role in Timor Leste alongside such actors as Japan – has been successful. However,
normally lead donors complicate political relationships with the state; state officials, however
dependent on that donor in real terms (often for domestic political reasons) actively seek to avoid the
perception that they are operating too closely under the large donor, especially in a country where
there has been a colonial or interventionist past. Multilateral institutions can pull the various relevant
donors together with other institutions and the state into joint strategy and decision-making
processes. This has been done by the World Bank through its Consultative Group (CG) Post Conflict
Needs Assessment (PCNA) processes; in post-conflict settings, this is increasingly done through
peacekeeping or political missions (MONUC/Congo, UNAMA/Afghanistan, UNSCO/the Quartet.)
However, there are also important gaps in multilateral policy and capacity that will have to be filled
in order to stimulate effective state-building support.
At present, no multilateral institution has an adequate capability for civilian support to the state,
either in pre-crisis or in post-war contexts. Three institutions have nascent capabilities: the UN’s
Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO), which has a newly formed Office of Rule of Law and
Security Institutions (but only a modest staffing table); the UNDP’s Bureau for Conflict Prevention
and Recovery (BCPR), which has a mandate and some experience but is still sharply limited in human
resourcing for this function; and the World Bank, which of course has extensive financial resources,
including for state building. To date the Bank’s resources have been confined rather narrowly to public
finance management and specific economic sectors. The EU as well has the potential to develop a
substantial civilian capability, although to date this capacity has been more present in policy than
actuality.
Secondly, strategic co-ordination processes within and among these institutions, between them and
donors, and between external and internal actors – although improving – are still under-developed
and episodic. There is emerging best practice, however. One example is the role played by MONUC’s
development co-ordination pillar in forging a common country strategy; another is the Timor Leste
compact.
Questions remain, however, about the appropriate framework for such co-ordination processes. As
noted above, the PRSP is unlikely to be an adequate framework to guide aid processes in divided or
post-war states. Here, the recent decision of the UN Secretary-General’s Policy Committee to have the
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Peacebuilding Support Office (PBSO) lead a process to develop integrated peacebuilding strategies is
one that we welcome. The World Bank’s support for this endeavour has been critical as well.
Increasingly, an integrated peacebuilding strategy process should frame and support post-conflict needs
assessment and PRSP mechanisms.
Thirdly, UNDP and the World Bank, potentially lead agencies in state building, both suffer from
weaknesses in their field presences. UNDP is almost always present in fragile states, but often with
limited funds and frequently with lead staff ill-suited to functioning in fragile state contexts. The
World Bank also has problems with fielding appropriate staff, but not with the scale of available
resources; the Bank’s weakness is that it is frequently not in place in fragile states. Correctives in
both directions – getting more, appropriate Bank staff in place and improving UNDP’s core staffing –
would help.
Moreover, just as the World Bank and UNDP (and the UN Development Group Office) have increasingly
co-operated in post-conflict needs assessment, there is a strong case for joined operations, or joined
field presences that can draw on the respective competencies of the two institutions. There is also a
need for further research and evaluation on the strengths and weakness of each institution’s
governance practices.
UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations. Given the increasing importance of peace operations
in the provision of support to post-conflict states in the rule of law, DPKO has appropriately created
a new Office of Rule of Law and Security Institutions; a positive development that should provide the
basis for better integration of the UN’s activities in disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration,
support to security sector reform and rule of law, and provision of civilian police. However, the UN’s
recruitment systems for civilians in field positions are woeful. DPKO and the UN Special Committee
on Peacekeeping should engage in a major reform effort to improve the speed of recruitment, training
and the retention of personnel.
The World Bank. The Bank has already agreed to extend its field personnel in fragile states. Staffing
for these new positions should take appropriate account of the political sensitivity of fragile state
contexts and the need for negotiating skills.
UNDP. We also believe that it is warranted to strengthen UNDP’s performance and role in political
governance, the rule of law and security sector reform, as core areas of development engagement in
fragile states. UNDP’s legitimacy with recipient governments is an important asset in this regard,
and one to be carefully managed. UNDP should develop an organisational strategy for a) building its
core competence in these areas and b) deepening its cadre of skilled Resident Coordinators for
deployment to fragile state contexts. Donors should increase multi-year funding to UNDP, perhaps
specifically to the Bureau for Conflict Prevention and Recovery, for work in these areas.
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Conclusion
If states have been a source of violence and oppression, so too has their weakness or their collapse.
States remain a critical feature of orderly national and international life, but an intrinsically
problematic one.
Therefore, whether from a human security or development standpoint, or from an international
order perspective, the goal is to see the spread of states that both fulfil international responsibilities
and maintain domestic order, and do so without excessive or unjustified coercive force – i.e. that do
so in some form of resilient and ideally just contract with society.
State building in fragile states is a critically important function, then, but a highly challenging one.
The complexity and context specificity of the process, as well as limits on external influence, mean
that this will be a terrain requiring sustained, serious efforts as well as research and policy innovation.
But successes will contribute to human security, development and international stability – benefits
warranting substantial national and international engagement.
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1. We frequently use the term citizen, though we use it loosely as we recognise that in many contexts the idea of the
citizen is contested and how communities relate to the state may be understood very differently than classical
notions of citizenship. See Call and Cousens, 2007.
2. For discussions on state building and peacekeeping, see for example Center on International Co-operation, 2006;
Center on International Co-operation, 2007; Chandran, 2007.
3. This concern was repeatedly expressed to the authors during consultations with southern interlocutors –
interestingly, as much by civil society actors as state actors.
4. While we have no intention of wading into the debate over whether Iraq currently constitutes a failed state, a
collapsed state, a civil war, an insurgency, or a terrorism problem (or all of the above), we do note that some of the
recent literature on Iraq – notably Bouillon et al. 2007 – argues that Iraq was a weaker state, prior to the war, than is
generally assumed.
5. Call has a further category – states at war – but this seems to us less a category of fragility than acknowledgment that
states at war have important constraints on their capacity.
6. There are exceptions to this, however, where the focus is on political expediency rather than improving service
delivery.
7. For a broader analysis of how inefficiency and dysfunctionality can work to the advantage of people in power, see
Chabal and Daloz, 1999.
8. This necessitates a sufficient capability on the part of the state to restrain its own security forces, but also to check
the actions of non-state/informal institutions/actors.
9. In effect, numerous states have conceded full or partial responsibility for their security; this is one aspect of
peacekeeping through the United Nations, regional organisations, or other arrangement. Since the establishment of
the UN, peacekeepers have been deployed to a range of countries to monitor ceasefires and observe peace processes.
More robust deployments have attempted – usually successfully, though not flawlessly – to keep peace. In East Timor
and Kosovo, the UN was vested with executive authority, serving as the government with blue helmets (and blue
berets) as its security force. Moreover, in the DRC, the UN has helped the government to fly additional troops and
ammunition to North Kivu, in part to defend Goma from attacks by rebels.
10. Using education as an example, the paper illustrates these competing interests. Clients (parents and students)
want low-cost, accessible, safe and high-quality schooling that improves children’s opportunities in life. Policy
makers want to deliver social benefits at a low cost with high publicity value and an opportunity for political
rewards. Providers (teachers) want technically sound curricula, decent salaries, respect and safety.
11. As the DAC workstream on Service Delivery highlights, users have two potential routes of accountability for securing
essential services: a long route, via the policy makers who allocate services; and a short route, directly to the
producers of services. In fragile states there are limitations to the long route as its functioning depends on a
legitimate and effective state that listens and responds to the concerns of its people. In such situations service
delivery is therefore likely to depend on short-route accountability, and service users must take an active role in
engaging directly with service providers (OECD/DAC, 2008a).
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12. USAID usefully distinguishes between service production (the physical delivery) and service provision (which can
include funding or payment of the resources required for the former). Thus the state may have a direct role in
provision but not necessarily in front-line delivery.
13. For a brief summary of studies that found a strong statistical relationship between aid dependency and
deteriorations in governance, see Moss et al., 2006.
14. These CSPs are supposed to ensure EU co-ordination in fragile situations, particularly through joint programming
that enhances predictability and facilitates synergies to fit partners’ needs and priorities. Another example of EU
efforts on co-ordination and complementarity in situations of fragility and to support state building is the EC/DFID
Joint Strategy for support to Sierra Leone.
15. OECD directives on what activities qualify as ODA exclude “the supply or financing of military equipment or services
and use of military personnel to control civil disobedience”. ODA-eligible activities include: management of security
expenditure; enhancing civil society’s role in the security system; supporting legislation for preventing recruitment
of child soldiers; improvement of democratic governance and civilian control; civilian peacebuilding, conflictprevention and conflict resolution; and controlling small arms and light weapons. See OECD/DAC, 2005a.
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Annex A
A brief history of state formation
Origins of the contemporary state
Definition of the state
If states are the bedrock of the international system, they are surprisingly under-defined in
international law. Despite the frequency with which the term “state” is used in international affairs
– thirty-four times in the UN Charter alone – the formal definition of a state remains underspecified.
The Montevideo Convention of 1933 provides the only definition under international law: statehood
requires a permanent population, a specified territory, a government and the capacity to enter into
relations with other states – a minimalist definition by any standard (Montevideo Convention, 1934).
The lack of definition is not a historical accident. Coming to a shared view of what constitutes a state
has proved difficult in negotiations and hence for the most part has not been attempted, even as the
institution of statehood spread rapidly around the globe. It is illustrative that the United Nations,
created by and for states, has no formal criteria for statehood other than recognition by other states
– nor is there any provision for “decertification” of statehood in the event of failure to meet some set
of standards, either of capability or performance (Herbst, 2000). In most of today’s policy frameworks,
peace agreements and human rights treaties, the existence of a functioning state is simply assumed,
its intrinsic features nowhere specified.
Of course, academics and philosophers have not been so shy and have spawned numerous definitions
and counter-definitions. Furthermore, an entire body of serious scholars argue (not without merit)
that the very concept of the state is a figment of enlightenment imagination, one that obscures rather
than illuminates the realities of political and economic systems.
The most widely accepted starting point for discussion of the state is still the early definition
provided by German theorist Max Weber (1919). From Weber to Charles Tilly, the pre-eminent
contemporary historian and theorist of state formation, to Ashraf Ghani, there lies a central
intellectual thread built around Weber’s oft-recited definition of the state as “ … a human community
that … claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a given territory”. Four
essential concepts reside in this seemingly sparse definition: that of a human community (in modern
form, usually a national community), the monopoly of the use of force, legitimacy and a bounded territory.

The state, war and territory
Of these concepts, the most persistent has been the idea of a state as an entity that maintains a
monopoly on the use of force. The process of state formation in Europe arose out of the interaction
between power-holders’ desire to make war to exploit their power within their territory and the
need to locate more capital to fund these wars (Tilly, 1985). As the challenge to secure capital
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became more complex, aims merged to support two primary processes: a) war-making, or securing
external stability, b) state-making, or securing internal stability and the subsidiary processes
required to secure capital for these activities and to protect allies (Tilly, 1985).1 The formation of
structures of modern states (such as banking systems) was initially driven by these goals alone
(Scott, 1998). From Weber through Tilly’s foundational notion that “states make war, and war makes
the state” to contemporary negotiations in the UN’s 6th Committee over the definition of terrorism,
the notion that only the state has the right to wield force remains the central, irreducible concept
of statehood in the modern era.
The more radical feature of Weber’s definition was the association of the state with territory. Earlier
systems of authority and control – for example the Caliphate and the Holy Roman Empire – had a far
looser relationship to territory, ruling beyond the Metropolitan centre by articulating a moral or
religious code adhered to by citizens of a wide range of territorial domains. (Echoes of these older
allegiances can still be heard in contemporary political resistance to modernity and its bureaucratic
forms.) Modern international law largely upholds this identification of the state and
territory/population, since it distinguishes between “state recognition”, meaning the recognition of
a political community as self-determining, and “government recognition”, meaning the recognition
of a particular government as the ruler of that community responsible for the effective exercise of
its sovereignty. In the UN Charter, the legal personality of the state resides in the political community,
not the government that “represents” it (Roth, 2000).

Evolution of the contemporary state
The large majority of today’s states gained sovereignty within the lifetime of their elder citizens,
some merely within two generations. For these states, the history of state formation is not abstract
but a vibrant contemporary feature of their present reality. And for many of those states, the first
phase of contemporary state formation entailed a clash, usually violent, often brutal, between a
European colonial expansion and pre-existing forms of political, cultural and economic order.
Not all states experienced this process similarly, for the territories conquered by Europe’s colonial
adventurers and statesmen were not a tabula rasa (Cliffe, 2008). Rather, European colonial
authorities were grafted onto pre-existing sets of political authority relationships and state or
state-like forms. Some of these were robust and similar in almost all respects to modern states’
form, as for example in Ethiopia and Eritrea; thus the history of colonialism was simply one of
comparatively brief occupation. In others, European colonialism imposed obligations and
demanded loyalty from perfectly intact but comparatively weak kingdoms or empires, such as the
Mogul empire in India.
But for many, particularly but not exclusively in the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa, the postcolonial state-formation process was one of forging de facto states where either no prior form of
authoritative rule was established (such as in Jordan2), or where those pre-existing forms were utterly
smashed, or literally exterminated, by the colonial presence (such as in the Congo3). In the process,
the relationships between citizens and the authorities that governed them were fractured. Proxy
governments put in place to manage colonial territories were accountable and responsible to external
actors, whose control of funds managed the extent of service delivery allotted to placate populations.
For the half-century to century that preceded independence in colonial territories, the state was a
source of oppression, not service.
To much of the world, then, the term “state building” calls to mind a bloody history of colonial
repression and post-colonial violence.
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Independence, nationalism and legitimacy
In the post-World War II era, there has been increasing identification of the “state” with the “nation.”
Now, “nation” is probably the only term in political theory more contentious than “state”, and the
issue of the identification between the two remains hotly debated.4 There is no debate, however,
around the fact that in the aftermath of empire – both the European colonial empires and later the
Soviet empire – the concept of nationalism was a rallying cry that gave rise to mobilisation for
independence and sovereign statehood. Nor is there much debate that nationalism and violence
have been twinned from the outset.
In a few cases where the boundaries of a well-identified nation aligned easily with the territorial
boundaries of newly independent states, nationalism was easily equated with independence from a
foreign power and a powerful, positive source of mobilisation. Far more newly independent states,
however, had within their new boundaries substantial ethnic, religious, linguistic or cultural
minorities, many of whom rejected the identification of the state with a nation to which they did not
feel they belonged. In many cases, these groups were subject to large-scale, semi-voluntary or forced
expulsion (as during the creation of Pakistan) or internal suppression (as in Iraq.) Unsurprisingly,
many sub-national groups chose to fight back, or to fight to get out. The result in many cases was
that independence struggles were followed by civil, separatist or irredentist wars.
The impact of this sudden transformation varied substantially by region and regime type. Salamé,
for example, makes clear that post-colonial state formation in the Arab world produced fairly
strong states, but by and large ones in which the connection to society was tenuous, the statesociety compact underdeveloped (arguably, to this day), and the state thus heavily reliant on
international legitimation (Salame, 1987). In much of sub-Saharan Africa, the results were different.
Many leaders were forged through the national independence process, which became an essential
feature of their legitimacy in post-independence government – Nkrumah being the paradigmatic
example. The legacy of this legitimacy in some cases survives to this day. A benign example is the
legitimacy that still accrues to South Africa’s ANC, or to the leaders of Fretilin in Timor Leste. But
the same kind of legacy legitimacy applies as well to Robert Mugabe’s ZANU/PF party, a fact that
he has used to grave effect.

The Cold War and its aftermath
Of course, many decades have passed since the end of the colonial era. The first decades after,
however, were framed by the Cold War. Many of the wars that followed independence were in turn
fuelled or fanned by Cold War proxy rivalries, giving potency and staying power to opposing forces.
Proxy warfare provided newly independent states with a source of sustained revenues and –
importantly – a source of revenue that was specifically and directly linked to control of the central
apparatus of the state. This fostered a process of state capture, whereby élites that gained control of
the state tended to use its attendant resource flows primarily to solidify their own control of the
state rather than for the public good. This in turn created substantial incentives for opposition groups
to fight for control of the state.
The end of the Cold War, and with it the end of proxy financing, created a stark choice for many state
élites. Faced with a collapse of external resource flows, they either had to find new approaches to
maintaining control of the state, such as pursuing a democratic mandate or seeking legitimacy
through the extension of state services, or they had to find new ways to buy off or suppress their
opposition. The choices made by these élites to pursue a political process or an integration process
– or to adopt newly exclusionary processes that would allow them to retain their grip on the state and
its resources – do much to explain the patterns of peace and war that followed. In such instances as
South Africa, Namibia and Mozambique, new opportunities opened up for national reconciliation. In
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Somalia, Zaire, Liberia and Rwanda, more rapacious choices by leaders eventually led to bloody
conflict, in some cases continuing to this day.
During this whole period as well, states were being born into – and shaped by – an international
system far more developed than its predecessors. The growth of an institutionalised system of states
has deeply altered the nature of state-state interaction. Tilly (1990) describes state formation in the
20th century as having been triply external: many states were originally formed as colonial
possessions of other states, their governance institutions were built under the influence of another
state and their existence was ratified and sustained by international recognition. As international
institutions have evolved, states have started to act together on a much wider scale to regulate each
other’s affairs on a global level.
This change is striking. The international system now presents a collective set of obligations for all
of its members through instruments such as human rights treaties. These innovations allow entities
external to a state to have an explicit influence on the social contract beyond the normal exchange
of ideas. The processes of globalisation and economic interdependence have accelerated this – but
the effects and dimensions of the acceleration are not well understood. This applies in particular to
many less developed economies, which on the whole have less structured connections to the global
economy (at least, to the lawful global economy) and less voice within the decision-making processes
of international institutions.

The contemporary state
The contemporary history of state formation concerns, of course, more than violent rebellion and
nationalism. It has a further critical component, namely its relationship to community and in particular
the growing norm of states’ roles in promoting the economic and social welfare of its citizens.

States and community
This feature of statehood has grown progressively since Weber’s day. At the time, states had few
obligations to their citizens other than that of providing basic security against external aggression,
in exchange for taxation, the initial “social compact”. This began to change with the Industrial
Revolution. As urban centres grew and public health risks ensued, so did the need to protect the
health of the citizenry, who were needed in ever larger numbers for war fighting. Sovereigns thus
began to spend more resources on providing public order and sanitation services, such as managing
refuse collection (one of the earliest manifestations of a bureaucratic state and still a resonant one,
whose absence is keenly sensed in post-conflict or state collapse environments). Out of this grew
institutions to manage these services. As prosperity grew, the idea of the state as a provider of public
goods extended to such ideas as public education (Hobsbawm, 1999).
This evolution had two profound implications, in the form of notions that spread: the first was that
there were certain services to which every citizen had a right; the second, that the provision of these
services was an obligation of the government. Thus, the initial “social contract” – security for taxation
– was expanded to include a far wider set of duties and obligations for both citizen and ruler. Citizens
were, for the first time, consenting to be governed – an idea from which arose the modern concept
of legitimacy, supplanting the notion that legitimacy of rule was derived from divine right or royal
birth. These concepts would later be enshrined, at first through basic agreements and eventually
solidified in constitutions and bills of rights. By the time Europe was spreading the idea of the state
through its colonial presence, the idea that there was a contract between members of society on
what they could expect from the government and what the government would require of them – the
social contract – had solidified within the European space.
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Of course, Europe’s colonists felt no need to promote similar state-society contracts in the territories
they ruled – at least, not in those they ruled primarily for resource extraction.5 In the post-colonial
period, however, the concept of state as provider of services or promoter of welfare has spread,
especially around the concept of the developmental state.

The developmental state, the bureaucratic state
In the post-war era, in much of the world, the state took on an extensive role in economic
development. At its most elaborated form, in the corporatist/welfare states of northern Europe in
the 1970s, the state constituted the most important element of economic and regulatory life in many
advanced industrial democracies.
In less developed countries, the concept of the state as an agent of development was also
promulgated at this time. In part, this was a function of Cold War era competition – the west and
the Soviet Union competed in their client states to demonstrate the ability of their respective
ideology to deliver growth or poverty reduction. The idea of a social contract gained widespread
traction, with almost all states at least giving voice to the notion that the state had certain
obligations to its population, and thereby acknowledging at least tacitly that legitimacy was derived
from the population at large. The nature of these obligations and relationships remained blurred
and highly subjective, but influenced by the international community as described above
(Hobsbawm, 1999).
Concurrently, the emergence of rights norms in the west has led to a sense that there are certain
core services – primarily education, water and sanitation as well as health – and broader provisions,
such as infrastructure, that the state must provide. States are thus tasked with functions of a new
order of magnitude. In addition to the foundations of security, basic legitimacy and certain human
rights obligations, in this model a state must also provide service delivery, economic performance and
employment generation.
To fulfil all of these functions, many states have taken on ever more elaborate bureaucratic
institutions. In Weber’s theory, such institutions are features of the “bureaucratic state”, characterised
by rational/legal authority, “belief in the legality of enacted rules and the right of those elevated to
authority under such rules to issue commands” (Weber, 1919). Weber described the bureaucratic state
model as the most evolved and effective form of government. The rational/legal model allowed for a
clear transfer of authority, and was more stable as its authority was embedded in formal processes,
rather than in individuals.
Several key features were required in order for the bureaucratic state to maintain its effectiveness:
a more or less steep hierarchy of offices with specialised tasks; impersonal and rule-based operations
of these offices; appointment and promotion of officials on the basis of ability and performance;
supervision with incentives and sanctions at its disposal; and norms and structural features inducing
loyalty within the bureaucracy (Rueschemeyer, 2005).
In practice, however, the growth of bureaucratic institutions has not always been accompanied by
the commitment to rules, or to depersonalisation of authority. Rather, in many contexts the process
by which élites gained and retained control of the state has led to patrimonial and personalised
institutions that derive their authority from patron-client relationships. Such systems were
actually comparatively stable, albeit corrupt and discriminatory. But it was precisely such
structures that became untenable when the end of the Cold War, the emergence of a global
economy and structural adjustment policy combined to drastically reduce the external aid flows
through which patrons maintained their clients – creating a sudden rupture in the equilibrium of
state/society expectations.
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The “ideal” state, the real state
Perhaps the most compelling normative account of contemporary statehood is given by Ashraf Ghani,
both theorist and practitioner of contemporary state-building. According to Ghani et al. (2006), ten
features of statehood constitute full de facto sovereignty. These are: i) legitimate monopoly on the
means of violence; ii) administrative control; iii) management of public finances; iv) investment in
human capital; v) delineation of citizenship rights and duties; vi) provision of infrastructure services;
vii) formation of the market; viii) management of the state’s assets (including the environment,
natural resources, and cultural assets); ix) international relations (including entering into
international contracts and public borrowing); and x) rule of law.
These ten features of full sovereignty can be conceptualised as falling into four categories: provision
of security and order (monopoly of violence, administrative control, rule of law); delineation of the
parameters of the social contract (citizenship and duties); protection and facilitation of the market
(public finances, human capital, infrastructure, market and state assets); and international relations.
The ten points provide a useful encapsulation of contemporary normative thinking about the
purposes and obligations of the state. However, Ghani’s model does not present the minimum
requirements of sovereignty or statehood, but rather provides a robust account of how states with
full de facto sovereignty are supposed to function.
It should be clear that we are here straying from international legally defined concepts but
nonetheless working within a broad consensus. Despite the complexity of this history, there is
widespread agreement around the modern idea of the state spelled out herein. The state is bounded
by the legal definition of the Montevideo Convention described above, and more so by strict
international law. But in addition to this, by common consensus, the government – the legal authority
over the territory – is now held to possess a certain set of obligations, both to its citizens and to the
international community. The exact nature and extent of these obligations is the subject of debate;
the question of their existence is not.
Those expectations have been growing, meanwhile, particularly in the realm of international security.
Since 9/11, the UN Security Council has imposed legally binding obligations on all states to undertake
significant internal steps to combat both terrorism and the availability to non-state actors of nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons. And in 2005 the General Assembly stipulated, as did the Security
Council soon thereafter, that states have a “responsibility to protect” their citizens, the nonobservance of which can trigger Security Council-mandated intervention.
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Annex B
Programming in key sectors:
Security, service delivery,
economic growth
Providing security
Current concepts
If a modern state’s core obligation under international law is the maintenance of security, then
strengthening that state’s capacity to perform this function constitutes a critical element of state
building. Moreover, the physical security of the state and its citizens is recognised as a sine qua non
of sustainable economic and social development.
Recalling the propensity of states to violence and oppression, international actors have
understandably set a broader goal for their engagement in the security sector. A widely shared
objective of international support to the state’s security function – or security system reform (SSR)
in OECD parlance – is to achieve “efficient and effective security institutions that serve the security
interests of citizens, society, and the state while respecting human rights and operating within the
rule of law and under effective democratic control” (Caparini, 2003). In some contexts, reform may be
better described as reconstruction or transformation.6
The notion that effective security provision is a condition for development and that, over time,
development may be a condition for effective state function in security has propelled SSR up the
donor agenda.
SSR encompasses four broad approaches: “a) establishment of effective governance, oversight and
accountability in the security system, b) improved delivery of security and justice services,
c) development of local leadership and ownership of the reform process, and d) sustainability of
justice and security service delivery” (OECD/DAC, 2007b, p. 21). In practice, these approaches take a
wide range of forms from country to country depending on historical experience, culture and legal
environment. The SSR agenda in Afghanistan, for example, is markedly different from that in Ukraine
or Yemen.
Although international attention and resources for SSR have increased substantially, achieving
positive tangible outcomes remains a challenge (Scheye and Peake, 2005a). This is due to the
inherently political nature of SSR, the frequent weakness of counterpart institutions (in terms of
human capacity and financial resources) and the sheer breadth of change – and amount of time –
required, as well as poor metrics for measuring change.
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Problems with the “state monopoly” approach
Another key conceptual issue is the tendency to focus on state structures. In reality, especially in
post-war contexts, the state may not have a monopoly of force and may be actively resisted as it
seeks to extend its control. In such contexts, as Call argues, state-building objectives may directly
clash with peacebuilding concerns.
Whether one takes a state-centric or multi-layered view of security has important implications for
state building. In the former, the state is viewed as the sole holder of the right and capability to use
force (Buzan et al., 1998). State-centric approaches treat rivals to state authority as illegitimate,
labelling them criminals or bandits. In fact, armed rivals are often a response to state illegitimacy.
As Ayoob observes, “In most Third World states there are competing locations of authority; these are
usually weaker than the state in terms of coercive capacity but equal to or stronger than the state in
terms of political legitimacy in the view of large segments of the states’ populations” (Ayoob, 1995, p.
4). Evidence suggests that in some fragile states more than 80-90% of security and justice services are
provided outside the state (OECD, 2007c).
A focus primarily on strengthening state capacities is unlikely to be effective if the state has limited
capacity, or is not viewed as legitimate by substantial sections of the population (OECD/DAC, 2007c).
In such circumstances and depending on the extent to which the state-society contract is articulated,
extending state security “services” may be tantamount to facilitating state oppression. Instead, the
multi-layered approach acknowledges the capacity and legitimacy possessed by non-state security
providers and attempts to integrate and bolster them where appropriate.
Finding an appropriate combination between state and non-state provision of security should be the
outcome of negotiation. Ultimately, social processes must determine what is “effective” and
appropriate. By contrast, much SSR programming is often perceived as foreign-driven, overemphasising democratic governance and under-emphasising the need to meet citizens’ security
needs in a manner of their own choosing.
Nonetheless, the state does have an irreducible regulatory role vis-à-vis other security providers. In
concert with the emerging norm of the responsibility to protect, the state also has a crucial role as
guarantor of the wellbeing of its population. The argument for a multi-layered approach to security
is, therefore, compelling in terms of the internal security functions of the state. However, it neglects
the external dimension of state security – border integrity and protection from aggression. In this
arena, the state also maintains a core function. In reality, there are many states that are incapable of
adequately fulfilling external and internal security roles. This should not mean that the state itself
is obligated to guard its own borders. It could contract out security functions through innovative
partnerships with multinational organisations, private sector and collective security umbrellas.

Other options and dilemmas
Two contexts pose the greatest challenge for SSR: post-conflict countries and highly securitised,
authoritarian states that depend on coercion to function. Elsewhere – for example, in cases of conflict
prevention – states are likely to have greater institutional capacity and stability, enabling a wider, if
not also deeper, reform.
Post-conflict countries face myriad challenges associated with the security sector. These include:
i) a mismatch between the existing type and number of armed forces and what is politically desirable
and economically sustainable; ii) the need to integrate various forces into a single military force;
iii) imperatives of internal security requiring that legal institutions be rebuilt and the penal system
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overhauled; and iv) small arms collection (Brzoska, 2000). As Afghanistan, East Timor and Haiti
demonstrate, without effective, sustainable SSR, peace may be elusive. These challenges point to the
following dilemmas.
Local ownership by whom? Local ownership is essential for sustainable reform. Élites responsible
for the conflict are often present in transitional governments. Worse, they may continue to command
security forces loyal to them and not the state. Few channels for citizens to voice their needs and
concerns may exist, especially if civil society is nonexistent, is weak, or represents narrow sectarian
interests.
Weak capacity for reform. In post-conflict contexts, core state institutions lack the basic human
resources required to develop strategy and oversee operations (Scheye and Peake, 2005a). Financial
resources, strained by low revenue generation capacity, further impede what is possible. Ongoing
political disputes compound these obstacles. International actors therefore have an important role
to play, by providing financing, undertaking training and capacity development, and facilitating
negotiations between stakeholders.
Quality versus quantity. In insecure environments where peacekeeping missions are present, there
is an inconsistency between the desire to quickly train up national forces, and the length of time
required to train competent, professional forces that can perform effectively and win citizens’ trust.
This is an example of the broader dilemma of quality versus expediency. The time frame in which
post-conflict states are expected to assume responsibility for provision of effective security is often
incompatible with the amount of time that is required to institute meaningful change.
This inconsistency is starker when, as in Afghanistan, international guarantors of interim security
are in short supply or limit the extent of their engagement. As Bosnia, Kosovo, Haiti and Timor Leste
have demonstrated, an international security presence is often required well beyond the initial stated
time frames. The UN Security Council has started to learn this lesson, keeping troops on the ground
for longer periods. However, this constrains the overall supply of international troops.
Breadth versus depth. The SSR agenda calls for simultaneous system-wide reforms. Better coordination may simply not be enough. Rather, “it may be more productive to be less rather than more
ambitious in order to achieve effective, measurable, SSR results” (Scheye and Peake, 2005a, p. 306).7
However, there are few directives regarding priorities, and priority reforms will not necessarily be
those for which local buy-in and implementation are easily secured. Nonetheless, early identification
of priorities can help: in DRC, for example, training police to provide security during the 2007
presidential elections contributed to the legitimacy of the elections while demonstrating to society
that the police could play a beneficial role.
Here, we see the importance of “gradualism” and ensuring that reforms in one sector do not too
greatly outpace reforms in another.
In securitised, authoritarian regimes, available opportunities for SSR are likely to be limited. Entry
points may need to be small and aimed at confidence building. For example, donors may choose to
improve health provision in prisons or to tie their assistance to caps on military expenditure. Above
all, donors must be cautious that reforms do not result in a more effective apparatus for repression.
When openings do exist, however, SSR can be an extremely important tool for conflict prevention.
There is some evidence to suggest that where SSR processes are under way, the resulting shift in
political dynamics regarding the use of military force as an instrument of politics has lessened
conflict-onset dynamics. This is an area demanding further research, for example by examining the
role of SSR in keeping the army out of the Orange Revolution and similar events (Pfifer, 2007).
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As noted above, SSR interventions are context-specific and need to be based on the needs, capacities
and resources of recipient states. They should be historically, culturally and institutionally appropriate
as well as responding to the nature of state fragility. SSR interventions also highlight the role of nonaid forms of engagement in fragile states through security policy and peacekeeping operations. Most
of all, however, they should be seen in a broader context of the process of forging legitimacy and
stability in the state-society contract – processes that encompass, in the first instance, the rule of law.

State capacity and services: Providing welfare services
Improving livelihoods requires, at a minimum, meeting essential needs through the delivery of key
services including education, health, water and sanitation. But service delivery is not just a technical
or humanitarian issue; it is part of the political process through which the interests of three groups
of stakeholders – clients, policy makers and providers – must be reconciled (OECD/DAC, 2008a).
(International donors arguably comprise a fourth group.) None of these relations is static, since
expectations and the ability of different actors to respond are constantly changing.
Service delivery in areas such as health and education is at the heart of a debate between strategies
of state support versus using alternative mechanisms of service delivery. Of course, these are not
either/or options. In many contexts, donor programmes in health, education, water and sanitation,
etc. fall somewhere between the absolutes of being organised through – and in support of – the state
and direct provision to the population.
An important determinant of the appropriate approach is the impact of service delivery on
perceptions of state legitimacy and accountability.
State fragility and declining service delivery – in access and quality – exert a reciprocal influence on
one another. In low-capacity scenarios the government may be hampered by its inability to ascertain
citizens’ needs or by poor delivery capacity. Over time, deterioration of services will lead to reduced
capacity (e.g. poor education or health of citizens weakens the civil service). In low-willingness
scenarios, the “long route” to accountability from citizens to the policy maker may be disrupted by
repression or by a political imperative to direct resources elsewhere, such as to military spending or
to certain groups in order to service patronage networks. Low capacity and willingness often interact
and reinforce one another. In these cases, service delivery will likely depend on “short route”
accountability drawing on a mix of local government, local non-state providers (NSPs) and
international providers.
If the state does not, or cannot, reconcile societal expectations, state legitimacy will erode. As services
deteriorate and people struggle to meet their basic needs, they often withdraw altogether from
engagement with public institutions. As localised political, economic and social groupings become
more relevant, the state loses legitimacy as a source of resilience.
There is considerable evidence that service provision can strengthen technical capacities within
government and provide an entry point for promoting improved governance. The key consideration
for donors is whether their use of non-state providers “strengthens the economy and the ability of
the government to be effective in delivering services or weakens the government’s legitimacy in the
eyes of the public” (Newbrander, 2007, p. 16).

Service delivery dilemmas
Among the many dilemmas faced by the international community with respect to service delivery
in fragile contexts, two in particular create a tendency to bypass the state.8 First, international actors
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are confronted by the humanitarian imperative to address people’s basic needs. Doing so quickly
and efficiently frequently entails circumventing the state and relying on non-state providers, often
international. Second, governments may be repressive, corrupt or, in the worst instances,
internationally illegitimate. While human needs press for continued engagement, supporting such
regimes risks rewarding poor behaviour or giving political leaders the opportunity to gain credit for
improvements in living conditions to which they did not contribute.
In low-capacity but relatively benign states, a central challenge is balancing immediate delivery of
essential services with the long-term goal of strengthening public institutions. Efforts focused on
short-term results can undermine long-term objectives if programming on service delivery, state
capacity and governance is not well integrated. “NGO-isation” of services can effectively address
immediate needs, but there is a risk of sacrificing capacity development to the imperatives of speed
and effectiveness, as well as deepening aid dependence. If non-state entities provide services, the
public may not credit government for the role that it does play. In post-conflict environments, quick
impact projects (QIPs) in service delivery can build confidence in new governments. But without
longer-term strategic engagement with the state, society may blame the government for failing to
deliver sustainable livelihood improvements, risking renewed violence.
In states with corrupt, predatory or repressive governments, the decision to support or circumvent
the state is more complex and depends on whether institutions actively contribute to violence and
injustice. Selective engagement – such as in health, which is often relatively apolitical – can provide
an entry point for broader engagement with the government and civil society to improve services and
accountability (Newbrander, 2007). Situations of violent conflict or international illegitimacy raise
further quandaries regarding engagement with non-state providers. Opposition movements
frequently provide services to underserved communities in an effort to gain legitimacy and, hence,
may have a strong political base. The “global war on terror” has further complicated engagement
with local providers by designating some as terrorist organisations – e.g. Hamas and Hezbollah – even
when these organisations are major service providers and have a strong local constituency
(OECD/DAC, 2008a).

How to proceed: what lessons have been learned?
The OECD (OECD/DAC, 2008a) has identified several best practices and policy dilemmas facing donors
in their support to service delivery in fragile states. There is consensus that the “first best” solution
is to support a willing government in its efforts to take responsibility for service provision.
Recognising that this may not be possible as an overall strategy, the work stream argues that donors
should assess the situation with regard to particular service sectors and geographic areas. Where
willingness exists in particular ministries or local governments, priority should be placed on
strengthening policy-making and implementation capacities. Initial evidence suggested that
decentralised approaches are well suited to balance short- and long-term imperatives and to deal
with unwilling government partners (BMZ, 2007). In even the most fragile environments, sub-national
actors are often the most resilient and may be sufficiently removed from intransigent politics at the
centre to allow for progress on basic governance issues.
Effective hand-back for service delivery entails not only continually reassessing contextual
information to adapt the mix of intervention tools, but also integrating long-term capacity
development plans at the outset. Careful co-ordination and oversight of non-state providers is
essential to ensure that they align with government priorities when appropriate and to prevent them
from overriding local capacity and resources. Donors, INGOs and multilateral development agencies
are at present applying a mix of approaches in fragile contexts. These include contracting out to nonstate providers, promoting community-based approaches, and using improved donor co-ordination
instruments, such as sector-wide approaches and multi-donor trust funds. Recognising the
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drawbacks inherent in interventions that bypass the state does not imply stopping these efforts
altogether. Rather, they should be used as a platform to build or reinforce the state-society
governance relationship. For people in remote rural areas or groups who have historically had an
adversarial relationship with the state, it may be appropriate to build the relationship up from the
local level. In such cases, the ultimate goal may be for non-state actors to provide certain services and
to develop state capacity for regulating and monitoring the provision of those services, ensuring that
standards are maintained and provision is equitable. In other cases, the state may be best placed for
direct provision, in which case capacity development should be directed to this end while non-state
providers offer a temporary stop-gap. In either case, service provision should not be treated as a
matter of technical delivery; it is a process of reconciling expectations and building relationships of
accountability.

Creating the conditions for growth
Development policy has witnessed considerable evolution concerning the role of the state in
promoting economic growth. Although a strong focus on the state as the engine of growth in the
1950s and 1960s gave way to an even stronger reversal, shifting the focus to the market in the 1980s,
the pendulum has come back to the centre. It is now widely recognised that, while the state should
not be the engine, it is an essential facilitator of growth. As the Commission for Africa emphasised,
“ … the way states function is increasingly seen as one of the most important factors affecting
development in the poorest countries” (Fritz and Rocha Menocal, 2007a, p. 531). As noted above,
establishing a framework of rules can provide the enabling environment for the formation and
functioning of the market. Economic development in turn can generate growth and provides
incentives for citizens to cede the legitimate monopoly on force to the state. Growth also forms the
basis for resource mobilisation through taxation, which can be translated into human, physical and
social investments, ultimately reinforcing the legitimacy of the state.

The contours of an enabling environment: institutions and incentives
A substantial body of evidence (notably North, 1989) indicates that a cluster of “good” institutions
matters for growth in the long run (see Rodrik et al., 2007; Acemoglu et al., 2001; Pande and Udry,
2005). Measures of “good” institutions or “institutional quality” vary across studies (Kaufmann et al.,
2006; Acemoglu et al., 2001). Generally, institutional quality refers to “the rules of the game” and their
conduciveness to desirable economic behaviour, the commonly cited components of which are
protection of property rights and checks on government power. On the basis of this evidence, a
general consensus has emerged among development economists that sound and stable institutions
are a key contributor to growth.
Awareness of the time frame is essential for understanding this relationship. Growth over short
periods has been quite common – resulting, for example, from high commodity prices (which
explains growth in many African countries in the late 1970s) or recovery after war, drought or other
crises. However, such growth has often not reflected sound economic fundamentals or growthoriented political institutions. Rodrik (2003) concludes on the basis of several cases studies that
institutions are critical for sustaining growth but not necessarily for catalysing it. This explains why
the findings detailed above apply in the long run but not necessarily in the short run. In other words,
countries may experience growth but, without good institutions, they remain vulnerable to internal
and external shocks and cannot sustain growth beyond its initial acceleration.
Further research is required to determine the effects of specific institutional channels on growth and
to understand the impact of institutional change. One study (Birdsall, 2007) argues that, in order to
facilitate growth, the state should have at least one of two characteristics. It should be independent
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of interest group pressures, a model often associated with a competent and relatively impartial
bureaucracy and civil service, as in pre-democratic East Asia. Or, the state must be directly
accountable, a model typically associated with democratic institutions as in India.
Indeed, there remains considerable confusion in academia and policy circles as to what actually
constitutes “good” institutions in relation to growth (Fritz and Rocha Menocal, 2007a). The “miracle”
of East Asian developmental states provides fertile ground for inquiry in this regard. A new
interpretation of developmental states is beginning to emerge with more emphasis placed “on the
political character of state building, and the impossibility of approaching it with merely technocratic
tools” (Fritz and Rocha Menocal, 2007a, p. 533). This view argues that “ … [t]he political system and
its political economy underpinnings are crucial in shaping commitment to development, as well as
the reformist capabilities that are required to make change happen” (Fritz and Rocha Menocal, 2007a,
p. 533).
In this view, the core feature of the developmental state may be described as “the intervention of the
state in the economy but in the form of policies that are credible and oriented towards growth, not
in the form of the ownership and direct control by the state of large parts of the economy” (Sindzingre,
2007, pp. 616-617). Research suggests that the key to growth in developmental states is a clear vision
of economic objectives, strong leadership to implement those objectives, and the policies and
allocation of incentives to specific sectors to realise that vision (Fritz and Rocha Menocal, 2007a). The
state may not need to be broadly developmental; rather, it may choose to take a developmental
orientation in particular sectors or institutional areas, and not in others. Critical to its functioning is
that the developmental state is grounded in coalitions of rulers, élites and interest groups, with the
common belief that long-term growth is in the interests of all, even if it is through collusion (Fritz and
Rocha Menocal, 2007a). In contrast, many low-income and fragile countries exhibit a political
economy based on the “divide-and-rule” principle.

The specific legal and regulatory features of an enabling environment
At minimum the state must play a regulatory and oversight role to facilitate the regulation of the
market. As discussed earlier, an enforceable legal framework is essential for state stability. In focusing
on economic growth, strong emphasis is often placed on the establishment and enforcement of
property rights. However, a system of commercial law to support enforceable contracts as well as
insurance, bankruptcy, land and banking law is essential to market formation and functioning;
employment and environmental laws are important over the longer term to protect human and
natural resources (Ghani et al., 2006). Managing state assets through regulation and licensing,
especially in the natural resource sectors, is of fundamental importance given their enormous
potential for wealth creation or destruction (Ghani et al., 2006).
Public finance management is also crucially important and has only recently come to the fore as a
critical issue in fragile and post-conflict environments (Boyce and O’Donnell, 2007; Ghani et al., 2005;
Carnahan and Lockhart, 2008). Public finance entails a focus on both revenue and expenditure. We
address many of the key issues surrounding revenue and expenditure in our discussions of taxation
and service delivery. Of relevance here is the central role of budgetary management. In theory, the
budget is the government’s primary planning tool. It is in deliberations over the budget that
priorities are identified and difficult decisions as to the trade-offs between social and investment
expenditure are made. International aid has been widely criticised for undermining the budgetary
process in fragile countries. The tendencies to bypass the state in service delivery, to implement
fragmented and uncoordinated interventions, and to impose heavy administrative burdens on the
state’s weak public finance system divert the government from sound economic planning and
management.
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Both taxation and public expenditure have redistributive functions allowing for the state to correct
horizontal and vertical inequalities over time. These features are particularly relevant in divided
societies for ensuring stable and equitable growth (Stewart, 2007).
Also essential is the role of the state in providing a stable supply of money – establishing a stable
currency (or adopting one) to ensure price stabilisation and serve as a means for payments and
financial intermediation (borrowing and lending) (Coats, 2007).
Roads, transportation, energy, water and other infrastructural services are also integral to the
formation of the market, not to mention to the state’s ability to provide security, administrative
control and investment in human capital. As Ghani, Lockhart and Carnahan (2006) argue, the
provision and maintenance of infrastructural services is also essential for overcoming inequalities
of opportunity across the territory of the state and levelling the playing field between urban and
rural areas. While past trends have supported widespread privatisation of infrastructure services,
experience to date suggests that the value of privatisation varies by sector and that there is an
irreducible governance role for the state whether services are privately or publicly provided (Kenny,
2007).
It is worth reiterating here that the state also has a role in managing expectations. In countries
recently emerging from conflict or other destabilising events such as regime transition, economic
expectations of what peace and stability will bring are high. Collier (2008) notes that “ … [t]he bitter
reality is that whereas bad politics can destroy an economy with great speed, even the best politics
can only facilitate gradual recovery.” In this respect, he argues that the best a government can do is
to articulate a credible medium-term growth strategy – a vision of what the economy could look like
in one to two decades (Collier, 2008). Such a vision was present in East and South-East Europe through
the prospect of European Union (EU) accession and it served as a stabiliser and an incentive for
growth-oriented reform.
Here, too, it should be noted that efforts to assist states in developing the appropriate framework for
economic development is, in post-conflict contexts, increasingly involving peace operations, as well
as traditional actors such as the World Bank and the IMF. A notable example is the GEMAP process
in Liberia, which saw the UN’s peacekeeping operation, UNMIL, join forces with the World Bank to
promote a “dual key” arrangement for fiduciary responsibility over natural resources income. This is
an important innovation, one potentially with wider application, as several weak and post-conflict
countries face the dilemma of inadequate controls over state finance in a context where suspension
of outside financing would likely have a very negative impact on peace process or stabilisation
dynamics. GEMAP was, however, a sharply controversial programme at the outset, and efforts to
apply its lessons elsewhere will have to be highly cognisant of sovereignty concerns.
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1. Tilly describes these additional processes as: c) protection, or the elimination or neutralisation of enemies of clients;
and d) extraction: acquiring the means of war-making, state-making and protection.
2. On the formation of the Jordanian state, see in particular Harik, 1987 and Barnett, 1998.
3. On the impact of the colonial apparatus on authority structures in the Congo, see in particular Palmberg, 1983 and
Hochschild, 1998.
4. For key sources on what constitutes a nation see Andersen, 1983; Gellner, 1983; Smith, 1991; Mayall, 1990.
5. European colonial administrations did promote constitutional arrangements and the development of state-society
mechanisms in the so-called “white colonies”, particularly Australia and Canada.
6. The security sector comprises four clusters of actors: i) core security actors, like the armed forces and police service;
ii) management and oversight bodies, such as the executive, legislature, customary and traditional authorities,
financial management bodies, and civil society organisations; iii) justice and the rule of law institutions; and iv) nonstatutory security forces, including liberation armies, guerrilla armies, private security companies, tribal militias
and political party militias (OECD/DAC, 2005c, pp. 20-21).
7. This argument closely parallels the “good enough governance” approach advocated by Grindle (2004) in response to
the overwhelming breath of “good governance” reforms called for by international donors.
8. The dilemmas and lessons learned with respect to service delivery in fragile states are detailed in OECD/DAC, 2008a.
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Concepts and Dilemmas of State Building
in Fragile Situations
From Fragility to reSilienCe
Few issues are as central to contemporary international politics as that of interdependence
and co-operation among well-functioning and legitimate states. State weakness – or the
collapse or absence of the state – has become of increasing concern to the international
community. The OECD Development Assistance Committee has therefore adopted
Principles for Good International Engagement in Fragile States and Situations (April 2007)
that take state building as the central objective for international partnerships in situations
of fragility. But what does state building actually mean and how can external actors support
this highly complex and political process, which will almost always be the product of
domestic action?
This report aims to fill a significant gap and bring greater clarity to the policy discussion
about state building. It offers important insights into the causes and features of fragility,
and how states can reach stability and resilience over time. The report highlights that state
building needs to be seen in the context of state formation and state-society relations. Based
on this understanding, it examines the implications for international state-building efforts in
relation to various facets of fragility, and concludes with a set of practical recommendations
on policy and programming for bilateral and multilateral donors.
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